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Executive Summary

Clearly, social media can be useful to nonprofits.
The key question is, how useful? What can an organization reasonably expect in terms of results and
benefits, and for what investment of time and effort?
This Decision Guide helps answer those questions
and more by walking you through a combination of
information, research results and a workbook. All
together, these resources will help you think through
your own needs step-by-step.

•

“Social media” defines online media, like text, photos,
messages or video, that is “social”—in other words,
media that starts conversations, encourages people
to pass it on to others, and finds ways to travel on its
own. Why might it be useful to your organization?
Quite simply, because other nonprofits are finding it
to be an effective way to engage current supporters
and reach new ones.
Like any marketing technique, different social media
channels have different strengths, so it’s critical to
define your goals and audience in order to see effective results. These channels are tools, not a finished
product. A Facebook page shouldn’t be the end goal
of a social media strategy any more than a telephone
should be the end goal of a communications plan.
So what are the key differences between the
channels? Through six months of research—
including three surveys, a set of focus groups
and a case study analysis—we were able to
define some useful distinctions:
•

Facebook allows you to set up a profile, and
post updates, links, conversations, events, photos,
videos, petitions, or even collect donations online.
Users who choose to “like” your organization see
updates without needing to navigate to your page,
and can get involved in discussions with other
supporters. It’s particularly good at increasing the
level of feedback and discussion you have with
supporters, driving traffic to your website, and
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•

attracting people to specific events. It’s likely to
take two-to-four hours a week to manage your
Facebook account.
Twitter lets you send out a stream of short
messages called “tweets”—for instance, updates
about what you’re doing, or links to resources
of interest. People can choose to “follow” your
tweets, and if they particularly like one they can
“retweet” it (post it again so their own followers
see it), potentially exponentially increasing your
audience. People tend not to read tweets all the
time, or to actually listen to everyone they’re
officially “following” through Twitter, so it’s not
necessarily a reliable method of reaching any one
person. Think of it like a radio station—you’re
broadcasting into the ether, and some people are
listening, but it’s hard to know who. Twitter is
particularly good for connecting with like-minded
organizations and the media, asking questions,
and providing very frequent updates. Expect
to devote about two hours a week to manage a
Twitter feed.
Blogs are an online site where one or more
people post fairly frequent updates about what’s
going on in the organization, told from a personal
perspective. They can be particularly useful to
showcase your organization’s expertise (thus
attracting press or clients), educating people on
a particular topic, engaging people with stories
of your work, or promoting resources on your
website. While a number of organizations gain
a lot of value from blogs, the vast majority of
those included in our research were disappointed
with the results they saw from their own. Expect
a relatively skilled writer (or writers) to spend
three to eight hours per week updating a blog,
which means it’s not a given that you’ll get a good
return on your time—especially if you don’t have
specific expertise to showcase.
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•

•

Photo Sharing Websites like Flickr provide
functionality to post and share photos on the
web. Most organizations involved in our research
were using these sites primarily in less “social”
ways—for instance, to post pictures from an
event, or share them with distributed staff
members—but there are some interesting options for more collaborative uses. For instance,
you could ask your supporters to post their own
photos into your organization’s online photo
gallery, or participate in group photo pools in
your particular issue area. Maintaining a continuing presence on these sites is not as important as
on many other social media sites, so you could
potentially use them only for particular events or
purposes. Posting photos is relatively quick—you
could post 10 photos from an event in half an
hour—but consistently maintaining a stream of
photos to catch attention and build a particular
group could take an hour a week or more.
Video Sharing Websites like YouTube allow you
to display and build community around your videos. As with photo sharing sites, the majority of
organizations were using these sites primarily to
easily upload and share videos rather than in more
“social” ways. However, there are interesting
social possibilities, such as encouraging conversation about videos, spreading your message widely
through particularly compelling videos, or even
asking supporters to submit their videos. The
primary time consideration with these sites is the
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time it takes to create the video itself. If you have
one already, you can set up an account and upload
it in less than an hour, but polished videos take
days, weeks or even months to create.
And there’s even more options in social media. Some
channels, like MySpace or SecondLife, are less likely
to be useful to nonprofits. Others, like LinkedIn or
niche social networking sites, can be very useful in
reaching specific audiences. And then there’s newer
channels like FourSquare that nonprofits are just
starting to explore.
How do you choose what will work for you? Read on!
Through information, research and worksheets, the
guide helps you decide what channels are likely to be
most effective based on your goals, audiences, staff
time, what you have already, and your overall communications mix.
Whatever you choose, you’ll need to consider how to
integrate the channels with your other communications in terms of tone, message, data and policies.
The ideal is to create a strategy to reach as many
segments of your audience as possible, attracting and
engaging supporters, and keeping them interested and
informed. Remember, social media is not just a means
to distribute one-sided requests or missives. It’s a
conversation, and if you want your supporters to hold
up their side of it, be sure to hold up yours.
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Introduction

All nonprofits have a long list of things that seem
like they might be worthwhile if only they had time
for them.. Creating a social media communications
strategy often falls on that list. The key question for
most nonprofits is not whether social media can be
useful—clearly, it can—but rather, how useful, how
much time and effort is it likely to take, and what’s
reasonable to expect in terms of a return on your
time?
At your organization, you may already have asked
where tools like Facebook, Twitter, blogs and other
social media channels fit within your long list of
priorities. The Decision Guide is here to help with
those questions, and more.
Information and worksheets will help you identify
your goals and audiences. Hype-free overviews help
you weigh the actual time and value of possible
social media tactics and choose what makes sense for
your organization. Summaries, research results and a
workbook format help guide you through your own
decision-making process to find the best solution for
your needs.
So, what is social media? It’s a fuzzy term that a lot
of people use to mean different things. We have a
specific definition for it, though. At Idealware, we use
it to define online media (like text, photos, messages
or video) that is “social”—in other words, media that
starts conversations, encourages people to pass it on
to others, and finds ways to travel on its own. Simply
posting something on a blog isn’t social media to us—
when you encourage people to comment on it, link
to it or respond on their own blogs, then it becomes
social media.

The Decision Guide
will walk you through
a five step process:
1. Understanding
Social Media
2. Defining Your Goals
and Audience
3. Evaluating
Specific Tools
4. Choosing Your
Communications Mix
5. Integrating Your
Communications
Strategy

Social media often has two aspects. First, there’s an
important listening aspect that helps you hear what
people are saying about you online—even if you don’t
have a presence yourself. Tools like Google Alert and
Twitter Search can be very helpful in finding mentions
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Social media is
online media that
starts conversations,
encourages people to
pass it on to others,
and finds ways to
travel on its own.
of your organization or issues that are important to
you. Feed readers like Bloglines or Google Reader can
help you pull all these mentions into a single interface.
Listening is a great way to start in the world of social
media and develop an understanding of how it all
works.
But this report focuses on the second aspect: hosting
conversations. Through tools like Facebook, Twitter
or YouTube, you can post information, encourage
comments and get feedback. Remember, however,
the social aspect of social media. Simply putting up a
Facebook page or sharing a video on YouTube isn’t
likely to do much good in a vacuum. It’s important
to think of these social media channels as tools to
communicate in a social manner rather than the
end in and of itself—in other words, social media is
the journey, not the destination. A Facebook page
shouldn’t be the end goal of a social media strategy
anymore than a telephone should be the end goal of a
communications plan.

of the key data from our research into “What Did
The Research Say?” sidebars, for those of you who
want to dive into the details.
This isn’t primarily a research report, though—
instead, we’re going to translate all of our research
findings into actionable information to help you make
the right decisions for your organization.
We’ll start at a high-level by walking through the
reasons social media is worth considering. Then we’ll
dive into a tool-by-tool look at what’s available, how
it’s working for other nonprofits, and the core considerations for you to keep in mind. We’ll wind up the
text-heavy part of this report with a look at what it
means to integrate a number of social media channels
with each other—and with the other communication
methods you’re already using.
But we’re not done there! In the second section of
this guide you’ll find a workbook, with worksheets
and samples to help you figure out your own social
media strategy.
Think it Through
What assets and resources do you have
that will help with your social media
strategy? Start the workbook with
Worksheet 1: Self-Assessment

Finally, at the back of the report you’ll find a directory of consultants who can help you finalize and move
forward with your plan. Although the consultants
paid to be listed, we set the prices quite low—and on
a sliding scale based on size—to provide you with
options for consultants who can help organizations
of any size.
By the time you finish, you’ll have a good draft of a
social media strategy in hand.

But what goals do social media techniques effectively
support? Idealware has conducted more than six
months of research to try to answer that question.
What tools are working to what ends? With what
effort? Throughout this guide, we’ve pulled out some
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What Did The Research Say?
Before we start talking about what the research said, we want to tell you what we did—specifically, the
five separate research efforts we undertook to arrive at that information:
•

High-Level Survey: First we conducted a high-level survey to understand, in general, how useful
nonprofits already using social media found particular channels to be at meeting three goals:
engaging supporters, reaching out and fundraising. The details results from the 460 nonprofit staff
members who responded can be seen in our report Using Social Media to Meet Nonprofit Goals:
The Results of a Survey.

•

Discussion Groups: Then we undertook a series of six telephone focus groups comprised of
nonprofit staff with considerable experience using social media for their organizations. In these
discussion groups, we delved a little further into what people are doing and how well it’s working.
Seventeen people participated.

•

Case Study Analysis: Next, we conducted a case study collection exercise in which 273 nonprofit
staff members provided details of what social media channels they’re using, who they are targeting, and what tangible results they’re seeing.

•

Facebook Survey: We also conducted a survey of 271 frequent Facebook users to understand how
they might use Facebook to evaluate nonprofits for which they were considering volunteering.

•

Twitter Survey: Finally, we surveyed 69 frequent Twitter users to understand how—and if—they use
Twitter to discover and take action with nonprofits.
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Why Social Media?

Why should you consider using social media? Because
a huge—and still growing—amount of people are
already using it, and it may be a cost-effective way
to engage supporters or potential supporters. Not
because it’s the “way of the future,” because “every
nonprofit should,” or because “otherwise, you’re
missing a critical way to interact with your supporters.” Unfortunately, there’s a lot of hype, which makes
it difficult to understand which tools are likely to be
useful for you.
If you cut through the hype, though, you get a
core tenet of marketing: If your audience is using
a particular communication method, it might well
benefit you to use it as well. Social media tools are
becoming more and more mainstream, and more and
more integrated into everyday communications. So at
minimum, it’s wise for an organization to keep an eye
on their supporters’ use of social media and how the
tools are evolving, even if it doesn’t make sense to use
them now.

You should at least
be able to define why
social media doesn’t
make sense for you at
the moment.
We’re not going to say you need to be using social
media—only you know your organization well
enough to decide that. In fact, if you feel like you’re
not yet on a steady course with stable computers for
staff members, a solid website, a usable way to track
constituents, and a good broadcast email strategy,
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your organization might get more bang for the buck
by concentrating on those areas instead. Don’t abandon proven strategies like direct mail and broadcast
email—social media complements them, rather than
replacing them.
That said, some nonprofits are certainly finding
social media useful. As summarized in our Social
Media Benefits Survey Report, and again below, nonprofits are using a number of methods—especially
Facebook, Twitter and blogs—to effectively engage
current constituents and reach out to new ones. If
engagement and outreach are useful to your organization, give social media strategies some thought. You
should at least be able to define why they don’t make
sense for you at the moment, if only to be able to
fend off overeager board members and well-meaning
volunteers.
Our case study analysis results support the idea that
a number of nonprofits are finding at least some
tangible success with social media. More than half
of those investing time in these tools saw real results
beyond simple fans or followers, like an increase in
website traffic, substantive feedback or new volun-

“We have seen a lot
of traffic going to our
websites from both
Facebook and Twitter.
These have consistently
been our largest traffic
sources.”
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teers. (On the other hand, 19 percent felt they had not
gotten any tangible results for their efforts.)
All our research to date has shown that social media
is not a great tool for direct fundraising, however.
Individuals may have some success with fundraising
from their own friends and family, but it’s better to
think of it as a way to engage and communicate with
people than to ask them directly for support. Orga-

nizations are more likely to be successful thinking of
social media as a way to distribute messages and start
conversations.
All this means is that social media is like anything else:
effective at some things, less effective at others, and
your level of success depends upon how you use it and
who you’re trying to reach. So how do you sort through
all these things? That’s the purpose of this guide.

What Did The Research Say?
As reported in our Social Media Benefits Survey, nonprofits using social media found many specific
channels useful for reaching out to new constituents (note that the percentages are of those actually
using the channel).

Reaching New Supporters For Your Organization
100%
80%
60%

Think it works
Know it works

40%
20%
0%
Facebook

MySpace

LinkedIn

Twitter

Video
Sharing
Sites

Photo
Sharing
Sites

Blogs

The results were similar when we asked about enhancing relationships with their existing audiences:

Enhancing Relations with Your Audience
100%
80%
60%

We think it works

40%

We know it works

20%
0%
Facebook
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Myspace

LinkedIn

Twitter

Video
sharing
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Photo
sharing

Blogs

However, they went down substantially when we asked about fundraising:

Raising Money For Your Organization
100%
80%
60%

Think it works

40%

Know it works

20%
0%
Facebook

MySpace

LinkedIn

Twitter

Video
Sharing

Photo
Sharing

Blogs

The case study analysis showed similar findings. Of those who spend at least two hours a week on
each social media channel, 54 percent reported results we considered a substantial success beyond
simple growth in the social media tools themselves—for example, an increase in website traffic,
substantive feedback or new volunteers. Another 5 percent said they saw success, but it was less
conclusive in our eyes. And 19 percent said they had seen no results beyond the tools. (An additional 7
percent said they didn’t know, or they didn’t know how to measure.)
What, exactly, were these organizations successful in doing? Here’s what they said when we asked
them about their tangible results (note that they answered a free-form question about their results,
which we then grouped into the following categories):
Drive traffic to website

21%

Substantive feedback and discussions

20%

Attract specific new constituents
(i.e. volunteers, members, event
attendees, advocates)

16%

Build email list

9%

Attract partners, sales or clients

7%

Attract donations

6%

Get press coverage

2%
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Defining Goals, Measures and Audiences
The tools you should use depend on what you want to
accomplish, and who you want to reach. Defining goals
and audience is an often-overlooked step when it comes
to social media, but it’s a critical one. You can’t effectively choose any communication tool without a specific
understanding of what you want to accomplish.
The more specific the better—many organizations
enter the world of social media with goals like “building awareness” or “spreading the word” that are too
nebulous to measure. If can’t measure it, it’s impossible
to know if it’s working, if it’s worth your time,
or what you can do to improve it.
Think it Through
What are you trying to accomplish? Use
Worksheet 2: Identifying Your Social
Media Goals to think through your goals

There’s different types of things that you can measure,
and it’s important to think about how well each relates
to your goals. We divide online metrics into four
groups:
•

•

Views: Through measures like the page views on a
blog or your Facebook views, you can see just how
many people you’re reaching, which can be useful if
your primary goal is to spread a message—for instance,
which people should get a flu shot. However, to inspire
people to do more than read your information, don’t
get too caught up in views. Expanding your audience
is great, but if none of these people chooses to follow
your information, engage with you or act to help your
organization, then increasing your reach may not be
useful to the organization as whole.
Followers: By looking at the number of Twitter
followers, people who “like” your Facebook page or
those who subscribe by RSS to your blog, you can see
the size of your supporter base. It’s also the number of
people you’re able to reliably get in touch with in order
to spread a message or ask for help. Just as with views,
it’s all too easy to look at your number of followers as
an end in and of itself rather than a means to reach
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your goals. Does it matter if you have a million
Facebook fans if none of them ever does anything to
help you?
• Engagement: It’s often useful to get people
involved—not just reading and following, but actually
commenting on your blog, posting on your Facebook
page, and retweeting on Twitter. Counting the people
who actively participate on one of your online
channels confirms that you’re saying the types of
things people want to hear, and effectively encouraging them to be more involved. If engagement itself
is a core goal—for example, to get youth talking
about sexual health, or to give homebound people a
creative outlet—then these metrics provide a great
way to track your progress. But if you’re focused on
other actions that directly help your organization, like
volunteers, event attendees or donations, then the
conversion metrics outlined below will provide the
core information to know if you’re succeeding.
• Conversion: Do your online communications help
create real world results? Conversion metrics help you
measure actual, tangible outcomes for your organization, like donations, number of volunteers or event
attendees. How do you count the impact of social
media on such things? You could ask people where
they heard about the opportunity, or attach online
source codes so you can tell where someone came
from to donate or register. Marketers often fall back
on a method called “lift” to try to indirectly measure
conversion—if you leave a gap between communications, you can roughly tie the results you see to the
communication you just put out.
Fundamentally, you want to define conversion metrics
whenever possible to try to measure the actual impact
your social media work has on your organization.
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Think it Through
How will you define success? Use
Worksheet 3: Measuring Your Goals to
think through what metrics make sense.

As you consider your goals and measurement, it can
be useful to think about social media as a series of
campaigns and maintenance periods. Sometimes you
should have very specific goals—say, recruiting 10
new youth volunteers in two months, or hitting 1,000
views of your educational resource by October. Other
times, you won’t have a specific campaign, but you
shouldn’t simply stop—instead, make sure you’re
maintaining your relationship with the people who are
using those channels. However, if you don’t have any
specific goals at all, then simply maintaining the
channel for the sake of maintaining it is not likely to
be a smart use of your time.

Different tools have different audiences—for
instance, Facebook tends to be better at reaching
those in and right out of college using it for personal reasons, while Twitter is better to reach older
professionals. But more than the demographics of a
particular channel, you need to know what channels
your supporters and potential supporters are using.
How do you find this out? Try asking them! Talk to
your staff, board and supporters about the sites they
use, or survey your community to find out.
Think it Through
Who are you trying to reach…and
what do those audiences want from
you in terms of social media? Use
Worksheet 4: Defining Your Audience
and Worksheet 5: A Sample Audience
Survey to think it through.

It’s also critical to know who you want to reach. Potential major donors are often a very different audience
than alumni from client programs, for example, and it’s
important to consider what they’re using and what types
of communications each audience expects from you.

What Did The Research Say?
Facebook and Twitter are the most widely used social media channels, and thus the ones people tend
to think about most in terms of demographics. To help, here’s some recent demographic information
on these two channels:
Age Group

Twitter

Facebook

12 to 17

18%

10%

18 to 24

11%

25%

25 to 34

33%

25%

35 to 44

19%

17%

45 to 54

12%

12%

55+

7%

11%

Gender

Twitter

Facebook

Female

53%

56%

Male

47%

44%

To translate, about 60 percent of both Facebook
and Twitter users are under 35. Within this age
group, Facebook tends to skew younger, toward the
18-to 24-year olds, while Twitter users are more
likely to be 25 to 34. Note, of course, that this also
means that 40 percent of the users of both tools
are over 34, which means they are not just tools
for the young.
In terms of gender, both Twitter and Facebook are
more likely to be used by women—but Facebook a
little bit more so.

(Facebook demographics are as of July 2010 from Facebook’s own tools for analyzing ad markets.
Twitter demographics are from Edison Research’s Twitter Usage In America study, which involved a
telephone survey of 1,753 Americans in February 2010. For more information on Edison’s study, see
www.edisonresearch.com/twitter_usage_2010.php)
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What Social Media Tools Are
Available, and How Might They Help
Facebook
Facebook seems to be all the rage these days. As more
people use the site to stay in touch with one another,
nonprofits are launching Facebook Fan Pages to
reach supporters using the site. But like any online
communications method, Facebook takes time to use
effectively (about two-to-four hours a week, in fact,
but more on that later). Is it worth your time? How
much of it? Those aren’t easy questions to answer.
First off, a quick description of Facebook for those
unfamiliar with it. The widely used site (according
to company statistics, 200 million different people
log in to Facebook each day) helps people keep in
touch with extended groups of friends and family.
Each person creates and maintains a profile, and can
post updates—including photos or videos—of what

they’re doing or thinking. Their Facebook “friends,”
or people in their network, automatically see those updates and can comment on them, making for a great
way to keep up with friends without much effort.
Nonprofits can create a Facebook Fan Page to
allow people to follow their organization in the
same way, and post updates, links, conversations,
photos, videos, petitions, or even collect donations
online. Facebook users who choose to “like” your
organization—essentially, list themselves as fans—see
updates without needing to navigate to your page, and
can get involved in discussions with other supporters.
It’s a way to bring your message to your supporters
rather than trying to bring them to you.

An example of the main
page of the World Wildlife
Fund Facebook Fan Page.
Note that there’s a little
bit of information about
WWF on this page (and
more if you click on the
Info tab), but the primary focus is on updates
posted by WWF, the comments people have about
the organization, and the
people who’ve said they
“liked” WWF. The tabs
along the top allow people
to access photos, events,
videos and more.
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What Did The Research Say?
Facebook has the potential to be an important
part of your online presence. In our survey of
271 Facebook users, 38 percent said they would
definitely or probably look for a Facebook
page for an organization with which they were
considering volunteering. This climbs to 43
percent for respondents who said they use
Facebook daily.
Of the same Facebook users, 85 percent said
they’d definitely look for a nonprofit’s website.
This number is much higher than those that

“Websites and Facebook pages
help me decide beforehand if
the organization and I are a
good fit.”

100%

WOULD YOU
LOOK FOR A
FACEBOOK
PAGE FOR AN
ORGANIZATION
WITH WHICH
YOU WERE
CONSIDERING
VOLUNTEERING?

80%
60%
40%

Definitely
Probably
Possibly
No

20%
0%
A couple
of times
a month

A couple
of times
a week

Pretty
much
daily

A couple
of times
a day

Almost
Constantly

HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE FACEBOOK?

would rely on Facebook, meaning the site is still not considered nearly the go-to information source
that a web page is. However, that doesn’t diminish the fact that you could be losing potential volunteers who look for a Facebook page and don’t find one.

“If my Facebook friends were
volunteering, it would make
a great deal of difference.”
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In fact, 12 percent said they’d definitely be more
likely to volunteer with a nonprofit that has a
Facebook page (they’d “be concerned” if it did
not), and 43 percent said a Facebook page might
have an impact on their decision.
It gets more interesting from there. Nine percent
said they’d be concerned about volunteering for
a nonprofit that didn’t have “a lot of friends/
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fans” on Facebook, while 43 percent said that might make a difference in their decision-making. And
in fact, these aren’t the same people who care if you’re using Facebook at all. A notable percentage
(31 percent) of the people who said they don’t care if you’re using Facebook say they might be moved
to volunteer if you have a lot of fans—and 12 percent of that group say they would be concerned if you
didn’t.

Mekko Fan Graph Title?

% OF RESPONDENTS

100%
Don’t care about fans
Maybe care about fans
Definitely care about fans

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Definitely
care if on
Facebook

Maybe care if
they’re on
Facebook

Don’t care if
on Facebook

# RESPONDENTS

What does this data mean? Facebook users may be more likely to get involved with your organization
if you have a Facebook page. However, a page without a credible number of fans might be worse than
no page at all. How many is credible? Our research doesn’t shed any light there, but we would suspect
it depends on the size of the organization.

What Specific Outcomes Are
People Seeing From Facebook?
As the research shows, Facebook—perhaps alone
among the social media channels in this guide—is
worth thinking about for the sole reason of having a
presence there. Heavy users, already a growing segment of the population, turn to Facebook as a reference site—almost like they would a website. It’s worth
creating a page simply to ensure that people looking
for you can find you. That said, a page with a lot of
fans seems considerably more effective, and it’s worth
devoting staff time to managing and maintaining the
page to maximize its effectiveness.
PAGE
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Organizations using Facebook report that it’s been
useful to them in the following ways:
•

•

Increased feedback and discussion. One of
the most frequently cited benefits of Facebook
is real feedback from constituents, and the ability
to foster useful discussions… if you’re able to
engage constituents in the first place. Hearing
what’s important and of interest to your supporters is a valuable thing, and not to be taken lightly.
Driving traffic to your website—and spreading information. There’s no doubt that effectively using Facebook encourages people to view
more resources on your website, and presumably
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•

•

•

•

to see the resources you post there. Organizations
are seeing a substantial amount of website traffic
coming directly from Facebook. In fact, in our
research a number of people mentioned that they
were getting more traffic from Facebook than any
other source.
Building an email list. While our research
shows you can’t depend on it as much as feedback
or website traffic, a number of people reported
that they were able to encourage Facebook
supporters to join their email list. This would
typically be done either by linking them over to
your website to join, or through the use of the
Facebook Causes application.
Attracting event attendees. Facebook has
reasonably strong event features, and a number
of organizations said they were successfully using
the site to attract people to events. It can be a
particularly useful way to encourage supporters
to pass the word about events on to their own
friends.
Getting people to take action. A small but
significant number of people are using Facebook
to attract advocates and volunteers—especially
youth volunteers. While many organizations are
seeing that people are considerably more likely to
take action on emails or direct mail than Facebook, a post to an existing Facebook page can be
an easy way to gain a few more calls to Congress,
or a few more postcards sent. Facebook users are
also more likely to take action on Facebook—for
instance, asking people to change their photo to a
message representing your cause, or to post about
your issue on a corporation’s wall.
Attracting donations. Through both our highlevel survey and our case study analysis, Facebook
proved to be the channel for which people
reported the most fundraising success—however,
that success was not overwhelming. Most who
have successfully used Facebook as a fundraising
technique either use it as just one of many communication methods (like supplementing a direct
mail and email campaign), or do very personal
campaigns—for example, the Facebook “birthday” campaign, where users ask folks to donate
to a cause in support of their own birthdays, is a
well-established technique that can often raise a
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“We have so many
more alumni and
friends interacting
via Facebook and
leaving comments.
So much more than
any mail campaign
or our website.”
few hundred dollars. It makes sense to think of
Facebook more as a platform for friends to ask
other friends for money than as a place for the
organization itself to solicit donations.

What Resources Are Required?
Facebook itself is free for any organization to use.
The only resource involved is staff time—which
isn’t to be taken lightly. It’s a complex site for those
unfamiliar with it. Creating a Fan Page might take
some online research and experimentation. Plan for
about eight-to-16 hours upfront to understand what’s
possible on Facebook, define a strategy for your
organization, and launch a fan page.
Once you’re up and running, try to engage people
with your page. Start with outreach to current supporters and staff members’ Facebook friends to
encourage people to “like” your fan page. At the same
time, though, make sure you post interesting updates
(for instance, what’s happening at the organization,
interesting items from the news, new photos, events,
questions or conversation starters) so there’s something to see on your page when people visit.
Once you’ve gotten the page up and running, how
much time should you plan to spend updating your
page? The average organization we surveyed spent
about two-and-a-half-hours a week managing its
Facebook site (though a few spent considerably
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more). This includes posting updates, answering questions, and doing additional outreach. Those who had
seen substantial success with Facebook accounts (for
instance, attracting new volunteers, event attendees,
substantial website traffic) averaged three and a half
hours per week, although it’s not clear if the extra
time contributed to their success or they devoted
more time because it’s more successful.

“We’ve had an easier
time recruiting
volunteers via
Facebook. We’ve
recruited roughly
15-25 new volunteers
we can draw on.”
Put aside at least two hours a week to manage your
Facebook page, and plan to post several times
per week. Facebook users expect Fan Pages to be
frequently updated—a page that hasn’t been updated
in two weeks or more seems essentially defunct from
a Facebook perspective, and is likely to do you more
harm than good.
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Getting Started with Facebook
If you’ve decided that Facebook is a good fit for
your needs, start by setting up a Fan Page for your
organization. Figuring out how to do this isn’t
terribly intuitive—for detailed instructions, John
Haydon provides a great video at http://johnhaydon.
com/2010/06/how-to-set-up-facebook-pageadmins/.
As we’ve already discussed, it’s important to try to
get some people to “like” your fan page to establish
critical mass. Ask your staff and core supporters to
invite their personal friends, and include a mention
of Facebook in other communications like eNewsletters or websites.
As you get up and running, plan out the first few
weeks of posts, and decide how you’ll get people
to interact—maybe even going so far as to ask close
friends of the organization to actively reply to your
initial posts to show a sense of community. Actively
seek out and “like” partner organizations and friends;
many will “like” you back. Once you’ve established
some supporters and written a few posts, the hope is
that you’ll start to reach your friends’ friends—and
then you can start to implement tactics to meet your
particular goals.
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Think it Through
How could Facebook be useful for your
organization’s goals? Start Worksheet
6: Brainstorming Tool Possibilities by
filling out the Facebook section.

Twitter
Twitter poses a conundrum for many nonprofits. If
you’ve never used it before, it’s difficult to understand
how it might be useful from an organizational
perspective… not to mention that it’s just one more
thing to add to a to-do list. But our research shows
that nonprofits are finding value in it, especially in
reaching out to new audiences.
What is Twitter? It’s an Internet-based service that
lets you create a (minimal) profile for your organization, and send out a stream of short messages called
“tweets”—updates about what you’re doing, conversation starters, requests for help, or links to resources
of interest. Messages are limited to 140 characters
or less, the maximum length of a text message on
many phones. As that would imply, many people send
and receive tweets on their cell phones. You can also
use the Twitter.com website, but very few people
do. Instead, they either use their phone or a desktop
application like TweetDeck or HootSuite that allows
much more sophisticated management of incoming

and outgoing tweets.
People can choose to “follow” your tweets, which is
like subscribing to your feed, and if they particularly
like one they can “retweet” it—post it again so their
own followers see it. It’s in retweeting that much of
the power of Twitter lies. If you post something
interesting that’s retweeted exponentially, you can
reach a huge amount of people very quickly.
You can also use “hashtags” (the # symbol, known
as “pound,” “hash,” or the number sign) to precede a
keyword to try to reach a certain group. For instance,
including the #nptech tag will flag your post as relating to nonprofit technology and make it more likely to
be seen by those following #nptech tweets.
A lot of people use Twitter (more than 100 million
as of April 2010), but it’s a relatively specific group—
older than typically uses Facebook, and comparatively
media- and technology-savvy. Twitter’s probably not
the right channel to reach your college leadership

The United Nations
Refugee Agency’s Twitter
feed. You can see where
the agency has retweeted
other peoples’ posts (with
the abbreviation RT)
and used hashtags like
#refugees and #Kygzstan
to spread its messages.
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group, but it’s an interesting way to reach media,
partners and skilled potential volunteers.
It requires a different mindset than something like
email. With an email inbox, people typically parse
through their messages one by one, but Twitter uses
are more likely to just dip into a stream of passing
tweets, and ignore others when they move on to
something else. They’re also likely to only be actually
listening to a small percentage of the people they are
actually “following,” our research showed. In practice,
this means you’re essentially posting messages into
the ether. Someone may be listening, but it’s difficult
to understand who—or how many—they are. Think
of it like broadcasting your message every three hours
on NPR—you certainly won’t reach everyone in the
world, and you won’t even reach every dedicated
NPR listener, unless they listen 24 hours a day. But
you might reach some of the right people, and if you

•

•

•

“Twitter has been
extremely helpful for
cultivating connections
with trainers, business
collaborators and the
media.”
broadcast often enough, most people who care will
hear you sooner or later.

•

As discouraging as this sounds, nonprofits are nonetheless finding Twitter useful—interestingly, though,
in different areas than other social media channels:
•

Connecting with like-minded organizations.
Seven percent of Twitter users in our case
study analysis mentioned they’ve had success
connecting to partners and other organizations
in the same space. This doesn’t sound like a
large number, but it’s particularly notable as
nonprofits don’t often think of partnerships as an
outcome—when a number mention partnerships
unsolicited, it implies that they’ve not only con-
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•

nected with organizations, but found substantial
value in doing so.
Connecting with the media. A lot of reporters
and media professionals use Twitter, making connecting with them an interesting strategy. Posting
about talks and resources on target issues can
showcase your expertise, making you a possible
source for a story. Following relevant hashtags
can also let you jump in to answer a question
in your area of expertise, which often are
posted by reporters.
Asking questions. It’s surprisingly easy to entice
Twitter followers to respond, at least compared to
Facebook users or blog readers. Posting questions
to which you actually want to know the answer
(as opposed to just conversation starters) can
sometimes generate useful answers.
Engaging people with frequent updates. Of
all the social media channels covered in this guide,
Twitter is the one to which it’s most reasonable to
make frequent posts. People expect posts at least
once or twice a day, but you can easily post five
or more without raising eyebrows. This can be
useful in the lead-up to an event—for example,
you could post that you’re about to pick up the
keynote speaker, or that the venue looks good,
you could post an interesting tidbit the keynote
speaker had to say before the event, share a quote
from an excited attendee, or post that you’re
printing out the programs, that tickets are still
available, or more. Each post should reinforce the
message that you’re hosting an exciting event, and
that people should come.
Providing near-real-time updates. If you’re
following something—like an issue, current event,
conference or rally—in close-to-real time, Twitter
can provide a venue to post updates that go out
instantaneously to your followers. In the right
circumstances, this could be a real service to an
interested group.
Coordinating a group in real time. Because
Twitter integrates so well with cell phones, it can
also be a great way to coordinate a group that
isn’t all co-located—for instance, at a rally, or
when coordinating a simultaneous action in different parts of the country. It also easily supports
decentralized communication. Your group can all
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follow a particular hashtag, like #myrally, and see
anything posted by group members that includes
that keyword.

Facebook, or a month of blogging.
That’s not to say you can afford to not post regularly.
Make sure you leave yourself time to read other
people’s tweets as well, to learn what people with
similar interests are saying. It’s good practice to make
sure you re-tweet other people’s posts, and to make
sure at least half your posts are not self-promotional—followers will become less interested if you’re
not holding up your end of the conversation. And
re-tweeting is actually a quick way to provide valuable
resources to your network.

What Resources Are Required?
The organizations in our research spent on average
about one-and-a-half to two hours a week maintaining their Twitter accounts. Twitter is somewhat more
forgiving than Facebook or a blog. The general
expectation is that users will post at least once or
twice a day, but people are less likely to notice if
you skip a day of tweets than if you skip a week on

What Did The Research Say?
Like for Facebook, we surveyed frequent Twitter users to find out why they use it, and how they
think about nonprofits using it. This was a small, informal survey of a fairly specific group, with 69
respondents from our own Twitter community and email list. Almost all were nonprofit staff members,
and about half worked with technology for a living (not surprisingly, this quite accurately describes the
profile of Idealware’s Twitter followers). Based on this survey, we can’t assume the data would be true
for all Twitter users–but it seems a safe bet that these people are more likely to be more interested
in hearing about what’s going on with nonprofits and more likely to get involved than a more general
population.
Why were these people using Twitter? The data is pretty much as you would expect—to learn about
new resources or keep up with specific issues, to post about what they’re doing, or to market themselves, and often, all of the above.
For what reason(s) are you using Twitter?

%

To learn about new resources

62%

To post about what I’m doing

62%

To keep up with a particular issue area

59%

To market a specific service or cause

52%

To keep up with a particular group of
people

47%

Because I’m curious about what Twitter’s
about

18%

Because a lot of other people are

11%

For entertainment

5%

“Twitter has been
effective as a way for
us to ‘listen’ in the
overall nonprofit
space.”

We also asked how often they found information or took action about nonprofit causes based on Twitter alone. The data in this area was very clear—this set of users is hearing about nonprofits and clicking through to their websites to learn more. However, these people are also less likely to get involved
by volunteering, taking action or donating. It seems clear that Twitter could be a way to get people’s
attention, but it’s not a reliable way to inspire people to act.
Finally, we asked how many people they were actually listening to—how many users’ tweets they were
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actually reading rather than just following. The numbers were stunning—nearly half were listening to
less than 20 percent of those they were officially following. (In fact, 16 percent were listening to less
than 10 percent of the people they were officially following, and 11 percent were listening to less than 5
percent.) Few people fell within the middle ranges—for example, only 35 percent of respondents were
listening to more than 20 percent but less than 100 percent of those they were following, but a notable
chunk—15 percent—was listening to 100 percent or more (you can read tweets from people you’re not
following through searches or lists).

Twitter Graph Title?

100%
Never
Once or twice
Sometimes
All the time

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Heard
about a new
nonprofit

Click through
to a resource
from a
nonprofit

Looked up a
nonprofit’s
website

Got involved
(i.e. took
action,
volunteered)

Donated

What does this mean to nonprofits? Just because people are following you, it doesn’t mean they’re
actually paying attention to what you’re saying. The only way to measure that is to look at how many
people click on links, retweet your posts, or take action.

% RESPONDENTS

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

<19%

20-39%

40-59%

60-79%

80-99%

% OF THOSE THEY’RE FOLLOWING THEY
SEE WHEN THEY READ TWITTER
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100%+

Getting Started with Twitter
As we said, posting to Twitter can be like posting into
the ether—so how do you get anyone to even know
you’re saying anything? First, set up your account—
which is as easy as creating a user profile—and post a
few interesting tweets just to have something visible
when people start to check you out. Then, find and
follow a number of people in your topic area and
community—there’s a strong Twitter ethic of following the people who follow you, so you can start to
build a following that way. However, as the research
shows, only some of those who follow you are likely
to actually listen.

“I often will search for tweets
on a particular topic. More
useful than following folks.”
For more details about starting and maintaining a
Twitter feed, see our case study of our own Twitter
use at http://www.idealware.org/articles/reachingout-wide-audience-twitter-case-study1.

Once you’ve established that base of followers,
promote your account by reaching out to the Twitter
community—through hashtags and by responding
to particular tweets that seem relevant. For instance,
post a good resource in response to a question, and
include a relevant hashtag or two. If it’s interesting
enough, people are likely to check out your account
and start to follow you.
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Think it Through
How could Twitter be useful for your
organization’s goals? Continue Worksheet 6: Brainstorming Tool Possibilities by filling out the Twitter section.

Blogs
Many nonprofits struggle with the idea of an
organizational blog. Some social media consultants
suggest that every nonprofit should have one, but our
research shows many nonprofits that blogged found
only limited success.
What is a blog? Essentially, an online site where one
or more people post fairly frequent updates about
what’s going on in the organization, told from a
personal perspective. Technically, it’s not that different
from a website, but the structure and tone tends to
differentiate blogs—posts are often short, appear in
reverse chronological order (newest first), and are
almost always written in the first person. Typically
text-based, they can also include photos or videos.

“The most exciting time
on our blog is during
the camp weeks! Then,
multiple teachers are
posting, multiple times
a day! We try to give
readers a feel of what it
is like to be there.”

The Consumers Union
uses its “Hear Us Now”
blog to educate, promote
and engage people
in talking about their
issue—consumer choice
in telecommunications. It
also shows their expertise
in the area, perhaps
attracting press questions
or interviews.
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“While people
tended to lurk
more than comment,
there was also quite
a lot of off-blog
communication—for
example, a journalist
would get in touch to
get more information.”
Blogs are useful in a few key areas:
•

•

•

Publicizing your expertise. If you have one
or more experts on a topic (for instance, your
child safety organization has several folks who
are knowledgeable about hazards for kids), asking
them to blog or even ghost-writing blog posts for
them can increase their public stature, leading to
more partnerships, press or paid work, if that’s
part of your model. It can also be a good way to
disseminate their knowledge to your audience.
Blog posts tend to be easy to find via search
engines, and encourage discussion and dissemination among communities interested in your issue.
Promoting your cause or educating people.
Similarly, if part of your mission is to educate
or inform, a blog is a useful and straightforward
way to spread that information. It’s generally less
time-consuming to write blog posts than articles
or reports. They’re less formal, and the personal
tone often makes it easier for people to relate.
Telling stories about your day-to-day work.
Storytelling is a critical part of engaging and
stewarding constituents. A blog can be a useful
part of that. Imagine staff members or volunteers
in the field telling stories of the day-to-day people
and issues they encounter, and what they do to
help—maybe even including photos or videos.
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•

•

These entries become a good way to connect
supporters to your cause, and a useful source of
stories for other publications, like newsletters or
annual reports.
Engaging people in your decisions, or your
work. A blog can be a forum to engage constituents in a real way—to ask questions, get their
feedback, and ask them to help you workshop
your ideas. However, this is a lot easier said than
done. Many more blog readers will lurk than will
post comments, so you need a fairly high readership and some pretty engaging topics to get them
to actually participate.
Promoting your website and online information. Because blogs are great for search engine
optimization, people can easily find your organization using search engines. And because they
tend to generate lots of content, people can find
your organization (and hopefully your website,
if you link to it from your blog) using lots of
different searches, gaining a wider audience
for your website.

“One of our blog posts
on ‘what makes a
good site visit’ saw
immediate results—
the next few site visits
we did with grantees
were much better. ”
In short, blogs can be helpful if you have staff
members or volunteers who can eloquently—and
relatively frequently—advocate for your cause, tell
stories about how you’re serving your mission on
a day to day basis, or engage people. However, not
that many nonprofits have experts or advocates on
the front lines who are also good writers, so the blog
becomes one more thing for a communications team
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(or person) to manage.
Because blogs are public, it’s obvious when you don’t
post. A blog started and then abandoned, or updated
only sporadically, is worse than no blog at all, so make
sure you can commit before beginning one.

What Resources Are Required?
Typically blogs are updated at least once a week—you
might be able to get away with less if you’re consistent about when you do post. On the other hand,
some blogs see multiple posts per day, so it’s unlikely
that people will feel you’re blogging too often.
Our research showed nonprofits that blogged spent
about three hours a week doing so. Those with more
active, successful blogs devoted four to eight hours
per week. This includes not only the actual writing,
but time spent following other related blogs, generating topics and responding to comments.
If you start having significant traffic, you’ll also need
to put some energy into monitoring and moderating comments to catch both the irrelevant and the
inappropriate. More-popular blogs tend to attract

substantial irrelevant comments aimed at promoting
products. Some are obvious Spam and can generally
be automatically filtered; others are actually posted
by people and will need to be moderated or deleted
manually. You should also have a policy to determine
when comments cross the line, and how to react,
though most blogs have considerably more trouble
getting anyone at all to comment than with negative
or inflammatory comments.
A blog doesn’t have to be a one-person job. Multiple
staff members could each have a commitment to blog
twice a month, spreading the workload. Or you could
ask volunteers to blog—for instance, perhaps part of
the commitment a volunteer tutor makes is posting
about their experience. Or consider inviting a number
of well-known people in your field to blog for your
organization, making it a hub of conversation about
your issue. Don’t forget, though, that with many of
these models, you’ve merely substituted time managing other people who are supposed to write for the
time you would spend writing, so it doesn’t necessarily
save you any time.

What Did The Research Say?
Blogs are commonly used by nonprofits, but many of our research participants were disappointed by
their results. Between the discussion groups and our case study analysis, 14 people shared information
about what they were doing with their blog and how it was working; of them, just two organizations
seemed happy with the way their blog was going. One of those had invested substantial training and
resources to support 42 fellows blogging from around the world. The other had a very specific goal of
spreading health-related information for education purposes.
In general, these 14 respondents reported that they received fewer comments than they would like.
Six reported that they received no comments at all, while five said they received only occasional
comments. The other six didn’t mention comments, and one said their blogs generated “a lot” of
discussion.
At least a few nonprofit blogs (for example, many of the Consumers Union blogs like
http://www.hearusnow.org/blog.html, or The Uniform Project http://theuniformprojectblog.com/)
are highly successful in fostering discussions and meeting organizational goals, so we don’t interpret
this research to mean that blogs aren’t useful for nonprofits. Rather, it implies that perhaps they’re
used too often by organizations who don’t have the appropriate goals or resources for them to make
sense. Simply establishing a blog will not ensure discussion and engagement.
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“Each of these other
bloggers only posts
every six weeks, so
each person spends
one-to-two hours every
six weeks. You’d think
I was asking for the
world—I get a lot of
complaints that this is
too much time/energy/
work. But they keep
doing it.”
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Getting Started with a Blog
To start a blog, the first thing you’ll need is a blogging
tool. TypePad, WordPress and Blogger are inexpensive and relatively easy to set up if you’re even just a
little technically adventurous. Write and post a few
items to being with, just so there’s something there
when people visit, and then start promoting the blog.
How? Advertise particular posts through existing
communication channels—sending out a “best of the
blog” email can be a great way to spread information
to a wider audience. Look for and read other blogs
on related topics, and start conversations with those
bloggers. Link out to their blogs on your own—often,
other bloggers will reciprocate if your blog contains
interesting and relevant information.
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Think it Through
How could blogs be useful for your
organization’s goals? Continue Worksheet 6: Brainstorming Tool Possibilities by filling out the Blogs section.

Photo Sharing Websites
A growing number of nonprofits use websites like
Flickr, SmugMug or PhotoBucket to share photos.
People like to see photos, and will often click through
to see one when they wouldn’t bother with a story.

“Photos do drive
people to the website—
‘Click here for photos
of XYZ’ continues to
be the most clickedon item in any e-mail
we send.”
However, most of the nonprofits we spoke to in
our research use such sites primarily for internal or
straightforward communications purposes. Because
these sites make it easy to post digital photos online,
they’re handy for sharing pictures among geographically distributed staff, or posting pictures from an
event or the field for constituents to view. Even
better, most of these sites make it easy to pull the
images into your website, blog or Facebook page—
for instance, your website’s “Events” page could
automatically pull three random photos out of your
event photos on Flickr to show each visitor.
Some nonprofits are also experimenting with using
these sites in more “social” ways that better meet
our definition of social media—for instance, for
collaboration and community building. Many sites
let constituents comment on photos (though in
our research several organizations mentioned that
people are more likely to comment on a photo on a
Facebook page than on a site like Flickr). “Tagging”
photos—associating keywords or keyword phrases
with them—is another useful way to let people
outside the organization easily find or submit photos.
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Other ways to use photo sharing sites include:
•

•

Getting (and displaying) photos from a
distributed group. The ease of posting photos
tagged with particular keywords makes it easy
to ask constituents to post their own pictures.
If they tag it with the keyword you define (i.e.
XYZConf2010 for your conference), everyone
can see them in one place. You could even create
an automatic photo gallery on your website,
which pulls in the pictures as soon as they’re
posted—and maybe turn it into a contest and give
a prize for the best photo. If you plan to reuse
the pictures, be sure to get permission from the
photographer in advance.
Participating in group photo pools. Some sites
like Flickr have a number of cause-related groups
where people share pictures. For instance, if you
search for “water quality,” you find dozens of
groups focused on everything from the pollution
of a local river to global water issues. Looking at
new pictures as they’re posted to the group, post-

“On a few occasions,
I’ve had enough time
to search tags and
find photos associated
with us but posted by
a constituent. It has
been a great way to
strike up a conversation
or manage our
reputation.”
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An example of a Flickr
group, sponsored by the
Wolf River Conservancy.
The conservancy uses
the group to encourage
constituents to photograph the Wolf River and
post their images. If you
were an environmental
nonprofit in West Tennessee, it could be useful
to get involved with this
group and engage the
folks dedicated to photographing the Wolf River

ing your own photos, or commenting on existing
photos can all lead to discovering new potential
partners and supporters, as well as photos to use
in your own materials (with permission,
of course).
• Finding people posting pictures of you.
If you work for a larger or geographicallydistributed organization, you might have fans out
there posting pictures of your work or events
you’re not aware of. Searching for keywords that
include your organization name can be a useful
way to meet new people, or see what people are
saying about you.
What about privacy and security issues? There are
two sides to that question. You should certainly be
concerned about the privacy of the people in photos
you post, and should keep it in mind when choosing
photos. Are you sure the subjects would like their
friends (or employer, or grandmother) to see the
pictures? You might want to get permission before
tagging photos with people’s names just to be safe.

them specifically available for public use. However,
it’s difficult to prevent people from downloading and
using your photos unless you very actively search for
people using them, or purchase expensive technologies to help you track them.

What Resources are Required?
The photo sharing sites are free to use—obviously,
you’ll need some photos, but once you have them it
only takes a few minutes to post them. Maintaining
a continuing presence on these sites is not as important as on many other social media sites, so you
could potentially use them only for particular events
or purposes. For that reason it’s difficult to assess the
amount of time required. You could post 10 photos
from an event in half an hour, but consistently keeping up a stream of photos to catch attention and
build a particular group could take an hour a week
or more. Plan your time based on your specific use
of these sites.

On the flip side, what about people stealing your
pictures? In theory, you control the rights to photos
you post online—people aren’t legally able to use
them just because you posted them, unless you make
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Getting Started with
Photo Sharing Sites
Setting up an account with Flickr, SmugMug or
PhotoBucket is a straightforward process, and typically as easy as creating a login with a user ID and
password. Then, browse to find your photos on your
computer, upload them to the site, tag them and
distribute the link. If you have a lot of photos to
load, many tools have bulk upload tools to speed
the process.

Think it Through
How could photo sharing sites be
useful for your organization’s goals?
Continue Worksheet 6: Brainstorming
Tool Possibilities by filling out the
Photo Sharing section.

What Did The Research Say?
In our high-level survey, 36 percent of respondents said they were using photo sharing sites. But far
fewer—just 8 percent—mentioned them in our discussion groups or case study analysis when asked
about which social media channels they were using. To us, this sizable difference implies that only
a small number of respondents think of these sites as an important social media channel—a theory
supported by the fact that respondents who do use the sites use them primarily to post photos online.
All seven people who provided details about what they were doing with these sites were using them
to post pictures online to share with supporters, either on the photo sharing site itself, or to be pulled
into their organization’s website or blog. Two said they used tags or groups to encourage people to
find the pictures. One said they used Flickr to gather photos from their supporters, which were then
reposted on the organization’s blog
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Video Sharing Sites
Videos can be compelling, whether you use them to
tell the story of your work or to educate people about
your cause. With the advent of sites like YouTube,
Vimeo and low-cost digital video cameras like the
Flip, video is becoming more and more attractive to
nonprofits. A number of nonprofits have found that
including a video as a part of a fundraising campaign
can provide a boost to the appeal. Others are creating
videos to educate advocates or clients. YouTube itself
is particularly widely used—of the 12 nonprofits who
provided case studies about their use of video sites all
but one were using YouTube exclusively.

“For donors who
are interested in
learning more about
what we do, these
video stories are
invaluable as a means
of communicating
the success of our
programs.”
As with photo sharing websites, however, the majority of the nonprofits in our research were using
these sites primarily as a way to easily upload and
share videos—in other words, as a straightforward
communications channel, one that doesn’t quite fall
within our definition of social media. For instance,
organizations that already have videos, like a public
service announcement or short film made for a gala,
can easily upload them to YouTube and send the link
to supporters, or embed the YouTube video into their
websites to make it available to all visitors.
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Videos also have interesting potential as social media,
though. For instance:
•

•

Encouraging conversation around videos.
YouTube allows anyone to comment on any
video. Those we spoke to had a mixed reaction to
the comment quality, however—some found they
were random and rarely thoughtful, though some
said they were able to spark useful conversation
among constituents.
Spreading the word. People like videos, especially short, entertaining ones. If you have such
videos, try asking supporters to pass links to them
on to friends and family, which also spreads your
message. This could be as simple as asking performers to send around a video of your previous
show to encourage people to buy tickets to your
next one. On the other end of the spectrum, large
nonprofits sometimes try to frame a core message
or educational goal into a funny or entertaining
short video with the hope that people will pass it
around for its entertainment value (like “the Mea-

“Our YouTube videos
feature excerpts from
our performances…
Our choir loves to email
them to friends and
relatives and add the
videos to their personal
Facebook accounts,
especially when trying
to get friends to come
to a concert.”
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Witness, a nonprofit that
focuses on using video
to expose human rights
violation, has a robust
YouTube channel. Note
the link to donate shown
on top of their featured
video, a feature provided
to nonprofits with the
nonprofit version of
YouTube. Viewers can
comment on the video
below its description.

•

•

•

trix,” a spoof of the Matrix that GRACE used to
illustrate factory farm conditions). The hope is
that the video will go “viral”—that many people
will each pass it on to more, creating exponential
growth and wide visibility. In practice, however,
it’s hard to predict what videos will go viral—not
even experts who spend tens or hundreds of
thousands of dollars on videos can get more than
30-40 percent of them to go viral.
Asking constituents to vote your videos up.
On a related note, you could also ask supporters
to “vote your videos” up on a site like YouTube.
Those that are viewed and liked by a lot of people
are more likely to be shown on category pages, or
even the homepage, creating more views—and
potentially even more visibility.
Asking supporters to provide videos. As video
cameras and editing software become more and
more affordable, it’s possible your supporters
have the tools and interest to create videos themselves. Perhaps they’re willing to send in their
videos to build a repository about your cause.
Hosting a video channel. If you have access
to a lot of video, or interest in compiling video
about your issues, it’s possible to create a “channel” of videos. Channels feature videos you
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choose grouped together on one page. Typically
you keep them updated over time to feature the
latest videos related to your topic, so be sure to
put time aside to find and include new videos.

What Resources are Required?
YouTube and most other video sharing sites are free.
In fact, you can apply for a nonprofit-specific YouTube account, which provides more features—such
as the ability to add clickable asks on top of videos—
and lets you upload longer videos.
The amount of time required for these sites is harder
to define. It depends on what you’re planning to
do. The most straightforward approach is to set up
an account and upload a video—it’s easy, and takes
less than an hour, even if you don’t have any experience with the site. Make sure to check in at least a
couple of times a week to read and respond to any
comments. If you’re hosting a video channel, or
want to keep up a continuing stream of videos, the
time commitment is likely to be similar to any social
networking channel—two hours a week or more.
Keep in mind, of course, that this doesn’t include
creating the videos themselves. Making watchable
videos require at least a basic set of skills, and editing
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them can be much more time-consuming than you
think. It’s possible for someone with video experience
to whip together a short, informal video in an hour or
so, but polished videos often take days, if not weeks,
to create. Developing and executing a concept that
both entertains and educates, as is often desirable for
a viral video, could take months.

Getting Started with Video
Sharing Sites
Like photo sharing sites, you can use a video
hosting website simply to put up videos when you
have them—or, to create a “channel” over time.
Creating an account is easy regardless of the site—
for YouTube, which is owned by Google, you simply
need a Google account. Then, upload video up to 10
minutes in length. Most modern video cameras and
editing equipment will export in a format that can be

uploaded to YouTube, but if you have trouble, the
site offers extensive help. If you have a lot of videos,
or want to showcase others, consider creating your
own channel.
Google also provides a non-competitive grant
program to let most nonprofits access additional
YouTube features, like the ability to upload longer
videos, to overlay links on top of videos (like a call
to action for people to donate), or to be listed on the
Nonprofits page. It’s an easy grant to apply for, but it
can take months to hear back.
Think it Through
How could video sharing sites be useful
for your organization’s goals? Continue
Worksheet 6: Brainstorming Tool Possibilities by filling out the Video Sharing
section.

What Did The Research Say?
In our high-level survey, 49 percent of social media users said they were using video sharing websites;
16 percent of the respondents in our case study analysis brought up videos as part of their social
media strategy. As with photo sharing sites, this discrepancy suggests more people are using
video sharing sites in rudimentary ways than just those who use them as an important part of their
social media strategy.
Of the 12 people who contributed detailed case studies about video sharing, the majority were using
it primarily to upload and host videos they hoped would engage their current constituents. Eight were
posting videos on YouTube and then sending out links to lists. Many were also specifically hoping to
reach out to more people through YouTube; six mentioned outreach as a goal. Two said they were
having substantial success, and getting a lot of views of their videos.
This made up the bulk of the use—just four people mentioned doing anything else with YouTube. Two
said they used videos to educate staff or advocates, and one mentioned gathering video submissions
from grantees to promote their work.
Several commented on the unreliable quality of comments on YouTube, but one of the larger organizations said it had more luck generating discussion of its issue on YouTube than any other social
media channel.
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Additional Social Media Channels
There are a huge number of social media sites, and
the options change over time—but not as quickly as
you might think. They tend to change over a year or
two rather than a month or two, so you will have time
to consider and implement a strategy.
How do you keep up with what’s available and what’s
changing? Try to keep an eye on the strategies used by
large nonprofits, and those covered in the nonprofit
press. Wait to see what’s working for others before
diving in, unless you have a pressing need that can
only be filled by a new tool.
To help, we provide brief summaries below of some
of the other tools that might be worth considering—
some more niche-oriented, some just beginning to
be of possible interest, and some that are fading
from interest.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn is an interesting site that falls somewhere
between social networking for the general public
and the niche social networking sites described later.
Targeted at professionals interested in professional
networking, it’s likely to be of particular interest to
groups whose mission is to support people in their
jobs (like an association of nonprofit executive directors, for instance) or who have a focus on networking,
specifically in particular groups (like a “young professionals” group).

You can also see all the LinkedIn contacts for each
of your group members, making it straightforward—
if time-consuming—to look through each person’s
connections to see if there’s anyone to whom you’d
like an introduction.

MySpace
MySpace was designed to be a general interest social
networking site, similar to Facebook. As recently
as June 2008, the two were running neck to neck
in terms of usage numbers. Since then, however,
Facebook has seen a huge boom in popularity, and
MySpace a substantial decline. Our research shows
that not many organizations are currently investing
much time in it, and are seeing decreasing benefits.
However, MySpace has a large emphasis on music
and musicians, and today can essentially be considered
a niche social media site (see next section) with a
music focus. Historically, it was also more likely to
be used in minority communities, and by those with
less education. While usage has dropped even among
those demographics, it’s worth checking whether you
might still use it to reach a very specific group of
people. Usage is in small demographic pockets—for
instance, all the kids at a certain high school might use
MySpace, while those at another all use Facebook.

A LinkedIn profile is essentially a resume. People
describe their work history and skills, and can include
educational background, references, associations,
and more. Each person can link their profile to other
people they know—when you link to people you see
their profiles and the entire list of people they know.
This provides an interesting way to look for connections to people your organization might want to meet.
As an organization, you can create a LinkedIn group
for people to join. Hosts or members can hold discussions, post resources of interest, or create a job board.
Members can also ask questions posed not only to
group members, but to their contacts as well, essentially
tapping into an extended network of people.
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Facebook.com

MySpace.com

A comparison of Facebook and MySpace traffic
over time, from Alexa.com
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Niche Social Networking Sites
Facebook and Twitter attract huge general audiences.
Your organization, on the other hand, may instead
want to reach a niche group with a specific set of
interests. It’s worth taking a look at the world of niche
social networking sites—and there are hundreds to
choose from, from BlackPlanet (targeted at AfricanAmericans) to Fuzzster (for pet lovers) to The
Boaters (for boat lovers). You can find a useful list of
niche social networking sites at http://socialmediaanswers.com/niche-social-networking-sites/.
These sites vary widely in functionality, but they
all let you read posts that show what people in the
community are thinking about, pose questions and
make comments. For most of these sites, it’s worth
considering a presence that continues over time
rather than just swooping in suddenly to post about
your event or fundraising drive. Think of them as
conversation channels, like Facebook or Twitter, and
put aside at least an hour per week per social network
to actually read some of what’s posted and have a
conversation with the community. Otherwise, you risk
losing audience—or not attracting it in the first place.

Second Life
Several years ago the “virtual reality” space Second
Life generated a lot of talk. However, we don’t recommend Second Life for nonprofits, except for large
organizations with significant social media experience
and a high degree of tolerance for experimenting with
things that might not work. This online site lets users
create virtual representations of themselves, known
as avatars, and navigate through a virtual world
that can include “buildings” created by businesses,
nonprofits and individuals. Large organizations have
experimented with Second Life for virtual meetings
and outreach to audience members who are using the
service, but it’s time-consuming to set up, and is only
used by a fraction of the people using Facebook or
even MySpace.

Facebook.com

SecondLife.com

Compare Second Life’s audience number to
Facebook. The top line is Facebook; Second Life
is the line on the bottom of the chart that doesn’t
even rise off the axis.

FourSquare
Does your organization have a public physical location, like a museum? Or do you do a lot of on-site
advocacy or volunteer events? If so, FourSquare—a
social networking application that tracks your physical
location and lets you easily “check-in” to tell friends
where you are—could be worth exploring.
FourSquare is new, and is only now becoming known
within a more mass-market audience. Organizations
are still experimenting to see how—and whether—
it can be useful, but it has some interesting applications for nonprofits with a significant geographic
presence. You add you venue into the application,
and people “check-in” via their phone when they
arrive—FourSquare then tells their friends where
they are, usually via their mobile phone, spreading
the word. The person who checks into your venue
most frequently becomes known as the “mayor”
in FourSquare, providing additional incentive for
people to check in.
Nonprofits are just beginning to use it—for an
example, FourSquare shares an interesting case study
of the Brooklyn Museum’s use on its site at http://
aboutfoursquare.com/brooklyn-museum-showsthe-possibilities-of-foursquares-api/). Additional
possible uses include offering discounts to the current
“mayor” of your venue, or to all who “check-in”
during a specific time frame, or showing photos of
everyone who checks in on your website.
In general, the benefit is that getting people to check
in could boost attendance and awareness among their
followers, increasing your own audience.
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Custom Communities
Lots of nonprofits think creating a custom community—for example, setting up an email discussion
list with a tool like Google Groups or Collective X’s
Groupsite, or a custom social networking site through
a site like Ning or Elgg—is a good idea, but far fewer
ever succeed in actually fostering a useful community.
Such communities can be useful to encourage conversation and share among people already committed
to your organization or cause, engaging them further
and shepherding them toward more and more involvement. But getting them started? Therein lies the
challenge. Few people get excited about joining yet
another online community.
If you choose to go this route, start by making sure
you have a committed group of people who really
want to talk to each other online. You should be able
to name 10-20 people you know will participate—
in fact, it might be worth talking to each of them
individually to ask them to make a special effort to
participate as you’re starting up. More people are
likely to participate via an email discussion list than an
online network (often, even if they say the opposite)
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so a discussion list can be an easier way to test the
waters.
Make sure someone is in charge of the community.
Who will define the ground rules? Who will ask provocative questions, and email people directly to solicit
posts? A custom community will need substantial care
and maintenance—perhaps eight hours a week for a
number of weeks to get a medium-sized community
off the ground. The early stages are critical in trying
to build a self-sustaining community. If it becomes
clear early on that very few people are participating,
it can be difficult to get them to come back and give
it another chance.

Think it Through
It’s time to make some decisions! Go to
Worksheet 7: Deciding What Channels
are Right for You to think through what
social media tools are likely to best
support your goals.
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Choosing a Social Media
Communications Mix
There are a lot of specific social media tools. When
considering them, it’s important to think of your
communications mix at its highest level. Choosing
social media tools isn’t an either/or situation—should
I use Twitter, or a blog?—but a question of finding
the right mix of channels for your needs. Clearly,
you can’t plan social media communications in a
vacuum—you need to integrate with the other types
of communications you’re doing, such as direct
mail, email, phone calls, and person-to-person
events and meetings.

that takes place over three months and
uses a number of different communication channels. Your need for volunteers may not end in three
months, but the fixed time frame helps you set
priorities and timing, and gives you an obvious time to
check in to see how your tactics are working.
In order to figure out the ideal mix that makes the
best use of your time, devote some thought to three
variables: staff time, existing resources, and overall
timing.

Staff Time

It’s far better to use one
or two channels well
than many channels
poorly.
It’s critical to have a good, integrated strategy that
defines what tools to use for specific needs, and how
often they’re implemented or updated. Don’t think
about each channel as a willy-nilly venue for saying
whatever comes into your mind, but as part of an
overall communications strategy. All your communications should help you to paddle in the same
direction.
The idea of integrating all these things may sound
overwhelming. It doesn’t have to be. The key is to
focus on your audience and your goals—ideally, divide
your work into specific “campaigns” that take place
over a finite period of time, potentially with periods
of “maintenance” between, to keep your
channels active and community engaged. For instance,
perhaps you have a volunteer recruitment campaign
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Every nonprofit has limited staff time, and often,
assigning someone to one thing means stealing time
from something else. This becomes a big factor in
communications. Because social media channels can
be less formal than many communications methods,
and encourage shorter messages, they’re potentially
easier to keep up with than direct mail or email
communications. On the other hand, they can be
deceptively time-consuming—although a Facebook
or Twitter post could take just a matter of minutes,
you’ll also need to follow along with what people
are saying, and keep up a consistent flow of
interesting information.
As a rule of thumb, set aside at least two hours each
week for every social media channel in your mix. If
your time is limited to three hours or less per week,

As a rule of thumb, set
aside at least two hours
each week for each
social media channel.
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What Did The Research Say?
Devoting time to social media does not necessarily guarantee success, but not putting in enough time
almost guarantees failure. In our case study analysis, not a single one of the 36 respondents who said
they were spending less than an hour a week on social media felt they were seeing results—in fact, 56
percent of them said they were not.
On the other hand, the 75 respondents who were seeing tangible, substantive success with social
media averaged about five hours a week working with it—essentially, an hour a day. However, almost
30 percent of these 75 achieved success putting in two hours a week or less. You’ll need to work smart
to see that kind of return on your time, but it shows that you don’t need a full time staff member or an
entire weekday dedicated to social media to see results.
Of course, how much time you spend depends on how many channels you’re using. On average, the
75 organizations most successful with social media used two to three channels, and spent about an
average of two hours per week on each.

start with a single channel that seems like the best bet
for you. It’s far better to use one or two channels well
than many channels poorly.
(By the way, it’s possible to link channels so your
blog posts automatically show up on Twitter, or
Twitter posts on Facebook… or both. This is only
worth doing, in our opinion, in specific cases where
the information is specifically applicable to both
channels—for instance, your blog automatically posts
the title and URL of each blog entry to a Twitter feed,
which essentially creates a way for people to subscribe
to your blog via Twitter. Otherwise, it’s often a false
time savings, and just automates the process of
managing a lot of channels badly.)

Don’t disregard the
advantage of having
staff members who are
excited about trying
a particular method—
particularly if they have
experience with it.

What You Have Already
The best way to maximize your staff time is to take
advantage of your existing resources and skills. For
example, if you don’t have any video, video sharing
sites are going to require a large investment, as you’ll
need to create the videos first. On the other hand, if
you have a staff full of writers, creating a blog seems
a natural step.
Don’t disregard the advantage of having staff members who are really excited about trying a particular
method—particularly if they have experience with it
(either personal or professional). If your Communications Assistant is a committed Facebook user who
really wants to manage your organization’s Facebook
presence, weigh that into your decision-making.
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Timing
Different communications tools work in different
timeframes. For example, it’s not practical to send
out more than a few direct mail pieces over the course
of a year, while email is more of a monthly or weekly
communication stream. Facebook or blogs are weekly,
or a couple of times a week, but you can easily post
to Twitter several times a day.
Photo and video sites, on the other hand, are not
particularly timing-specific—if you wanted to, you
could post weekly or more frequently, but you could
also simply post photos or videos when you have
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them.
Depending on your campaign, you might want to
choose a mix of channels that are relatively similar
in timing, or one that uses channels with completely
different time frames. For instance, if you have just
a week to get 10,000 signatures on a petition, direct
mail isn’t likely to be useful, but Twitter and Facebook
could be your best friends. On the other hand, if you’re
looking to encourage people to attend your conference
in two months, channels with different timing could
reinforce each other—for example, you could send out

Remember that the
channels that allow
you to post frequently
generally come with the
expectation that you
will post frequently.
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an introductory direct mail, follow it up with several
emails spaced out over that time period, create a blog
focusing on all the great content and speakers, and use
Twitter to try to get the word out to folks in the topic
area (and potentially get some press).
Remember, however, that the channels that allow you
to post frequently generally come with the expectation that you will post frequently—it’s not enough
to post to Twitter several times a day in the heat of a
campaign, abandon it for months, and then pick it up
again the next time you need it. That’s not how people
use Twitter, and they may well stop following you. The
same is true of Facebook or blogs—it’s important to
establish a baseline frequency (close to what people
would expect) and stick with it.
Think it Through
What tools should you use in your
first campaign—and then how will you
maintain them? Think it through with
Workshet 8: Defining Campaigns and
Maintenance
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Integrating Your Communications

We wouldn’t expect you to use all of the communications channels we’ve mentioned in this report, but
you might well choose to use a few—and you likely
already have some existing communication methods
like direct mail, email or advertisements that you
wouldn’t want to leave behind.
How do you effectively integrate your communications across all your channels? There are three
main components:

Integrating Your Message
If you’re communicating through multiple channels
in a fairly close timeframe, it’s important to coordinate them. For instance, if you’re doing a direct
mail campaign, it makes sense to mention it—and
to potentially have substantial tie-ins, with frequent
updates or additional stories—on your social media
channels. Make sure that it seems like the people in
charge of different channels are talking to each other.
On the other hand, the messages shouldn’t be identical. Technically, it’s possible to blast out a message
to many social media channels at the same time, but
that’s almost always a bad idea. The platforms are
different enough that you should think about the
audience and the expectations for each, and tailor
the message. For instance, Twitter posts need to be
fewer than 140 characters, but a Facebook post could
be longer, and can include a link with a picture, and a
blog post could provide considerably more backstory.

Integrating Your Channels
Think through ways to draw constituents from one
channel to another, and make all your channels feel
like a cohesive whole. For instance, it’s a straightforward process to add a link to your Facebook account
from your website, or even to automatically pull your
Facebook posts into a webpage. Pulling a rotating set
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of photos from Flickr into your website can also add
life to your site and integrate the channels. Or, you can
put links to your social media channels at the bottom
of broadcast emails. If you have an email discussion
list, that’s an engaged group already—a great place
to talk up and link to other channels, or to use as a
starter group for a photo or video experiment.

Integrating Your Data
Chances are, you’re already tracking your constituents
in some kind of database—a donor management
system, membership database, constituent relationship
management system or something similar. Wouldn’t it
be nice to be able to tell by looking at your database
whether someone is also following you on Twitter,
or has subscribed to your blog?
We know it would. Unfortunately, it’s not possible—
at least not easily. The only one of the tools we’ve
discussed here which provides any help with data integration is the Causes application in Facebook. Causes
helps you collect email addresses and download them
in a format that can be merged into other databases.
To track other people, like Twitter followers, Facebook fans, or people who have commented on your
blog or posted pictures on Flickr, you would need to
go through the list one by one, see if you can figure
out who they are based on profile information (which
may or may not even include their actual name), and
mark them by hand in your database. Like we said,
it’s not really practical—unless you have a lot of folks
with time on their hands.

Pulling it Together
Creating a social media policy can be a useful tool in
planning out exactly how you’ll integrate these tools
with your existing communications. This type of
policy typically defines your organization’s guidelines
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for social media use and makes them clear to employees. For instance, who on staff is empowered to
communicate through which channels? To respond
to comments or questions online? Who needs to be
involved in posting something to Facebook or the
blog? When is it appropriate to delete a comment
or a post? Can your supporters change your logo
when they create resources to support your work?
Think it Through
Work on your own social media
guidelines using Worksheet 9:
Creating a Social Media Policy

Conclusion
Regardless of the channels you choose, or your
organization’s mission, when planning a communications strategy, your goal is the same—use the channels
that best fit your needs and resources in a way that
helps you fulfill your mission. For example, choosing
a channel with a lot of potential doesn’t make any
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sense if you don’t have the resources to devote to it.
Similarly, spending a lot of staff time on a channel
that doesn’t reach your organization’s audience, or
result in any tangible outcomes, is a misguided use of
resources.
The information in this guide is a starting point
to help you choose the best channels for your
organization, and to point you in the right direction
to make them work for you. Social media works on
momentum—followers beget followers—and you’ll
likely find that getting started is the hardest part, but
you’ve already taken the first step.
Whichever channels you choose, integrate them with
your existing channels to create a cohesive whole—a
strategy to reach as many segments of your audience
as possible, attracting and engaging supporters and
keeping them interested and informed. Remember,
social media is not just a means to distribute onesided requests or missives. It’s a conversation, and if
you want your supporters to hold up their side of it,
be sure to hold up yours.
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Research Methodology

The information throughout this report was based
on five different research initiatives spanning six
months. This section includes a high-level look at
our methodology for each of these initiatives—more
detailed information about the research instruments
and demographics of each group of research participants is available upon request.

High-Level Survey
In November 2009, Idealware conducted an online
survey of staff members at nonprofits that were already
using social media channels, asking them about their
experience with the tools. In addition to demographic
data, respondents were asked about their reasons for
using social media, the goals they were trying to reach
with social media, and the perceived effectiveness of
using social media channels for specific goals. The
specified channels were: Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn,
Twitter, video-sharing sites, photo-sharing sites and
blogs. (See our separate report Using Social Media to Meet
Nonprofit Goals: The Results of a Survey for the full survey
questionnaire).
The survey invitation was sent to Idealware’s distribution list of approximately 10,000 people, posted on
Idealware’s Twitter account, on Idealware’s Facebook
account, and to the Progressive Exchange and NTEN
Discuss email discussion lists. It’s difficult to judge
how many people saw an invitation to take the survey,
especially as some people passed it on to others, but we
estimate that perhaps 15,000 saw the invitation.
The survey invitation specifically requested that staff
members from nonprofits using social media take the
survey. A total of 459 people took the survey—as only
some of the people who saw the invitation were actually
within the target audience (staff members with nonprofits that were using social media), it’s difficult to judge
a response rate. However, it’s likely that only a small
percentage of those who saw an invitation responded.
The 459 respondents showed a reasonable distribution
across different nonprofit sizes and types. (See our
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separate report Using Social Media to Meet Nonprofit Goals:
The Results of a Survey for more detailed information on
the respondent demographics).
This survey was not intended to be representative
of the nonprofit sector at large, but rather to gather
information from an informal sample of nonprofits
already using or interested in social media. While there’s
no way to assess how representative our sample is of
the entire realm of nonprofits using social media, we
have no reason to believe it is substantively biased in
any one direction.

Focus Groups
Based on those who filled out the high-level survey,
we recruited 17 people with significant experience
using several different social media channels to participate in a series of telephone focus groups. We recruited
staff across a range of different budget levels and
mission focus areas, but the group was not specifically
representative of the nonprofit sector as a whole.
We divided the participants into four segments,
and conducted two telephone focus groups with each,
separated by about a month. One of the focus groups
was cancelled due to lack of participants, giving us a
total of seven sessions.
The first set, conducted in January 2010, focused on
what social media tools each organization was using,
what their goals were and what they had found to be
successful. The second set, in February 2010, focused
on what techniques they had found effective specifically
for engaging their current constituents, reaching out to
new supporters and fundraising.
The data from these sessions was coded and analyzed
along with the Case Study Analysis data.

Case Study Analysis
In April 2010, Idealware invited people to fill out what
we called a Survey to Share Your Social Media Stories. The invitation was distributed in the same way as the high-level
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survey (to Idealware’s distribution list, via Twitter and
Facebook, and via the Progressive Exchange and NTEN
Discuss email discussion lists). The invitation encouraged
staff members of nonprofits to take the survey to talk
about what they were doing with social media, even if
they were having no success or couldn’t tell.
When they clicked on the link in the invitation,
they were taken to a SurveyMonkey survey which
asked a number of open-ended questions about what
they were doing with social media, how much time they
were spending, their goals and audiences, and whether
they’d seen tangible success beyond results in the tool
itself.
A total of 273 nonprofit staff members responded. The
research instrument was unusual for an online research
technique, and we got several emails implying that
people felt it was a badly written survey. That and the
fact that responding involved a significant amount of
writing likely lowered our response rate.
As per the high-level survey, it’s difficult to judge how
many qualified respondents saw an invitation to take the
survey, but we estimate that about 15,000 saw it, with
only a small percentage responding. As such, this data
cannot be assumed to be representative of the sector as
a whole, but we have no reason to believe it is substantively biased in any one direction.
We followed up via email with 70 of the respondents to
gather more information in areas that were not widely
discussed in the original case studies (success in outreach to youth, and use of photo-sharing sites, videosharing sites and blogs). A total of 44 people responded
to these emails, generally with considerably more detail,
for a 62 percent response rate.
Based on the free-form responses to questions, we went
through the data by hand to code it for what social media channels each respondent was using and how much
time they were spending, to categorize their audiences
and goals, and to define whether or not they were
seeing success—and if so, in what areas.

Facebook Survey
In April and May of 2010, we invited Facebook
users to fill out a survey probing into how they
use Facebook to research and make decisions about
nonprofits.

constituents, and Idealware email list and Twitter and
Facebook followers to invite their personal friends
and family to take the survey, and to post it on their
Facebook pages.
In all, 271 Facebook users responded. It’s virtually
impossible to determine a response rate given the
distribution mechanism, but it’s likely that only a
small percentage of those who saw the survey filled it
out. Despite our efforts, about half the respondents
worked for a nonprofit or helped others with technology for a living. However, in analyzing the data, there
was no significant differences between their responses
and others.
Again, we can’t assume that our sample is representative of all Facebook users. It’s likely that those who
responded were more likely to be charitably inclined,
as they were primarily staff members of nonprofits or
friends and family of staff. However, as this was not a
core factor in what we were asking, we feel the data is
useful nonetheless.

Twitter Survey
Finally, in June 2010 we invited people to fill out
a survey about how they use Twitter to listen to
and take action with nonprofits. See the separate
methodology report for the full text of the survey.
Again, we made an effort to reach people outside the
nonprofit and technology sectors by asking our own
Twitter followers, list subscribers and blog readers to
retweet the invitation and pass it on to friends and
family who use Twitter. We also posted it to several
general hashtags (such as #fail) to attempt to recruit
from a general population of Twitter users. Unfortunately, we were largely unsuccessful—69 people filled
out the survey, and all but 16 percent of them were
personally employed in the nonprofit sector.
This means the Twitter survey is specifically not
representative of the whole Twitter community, but
rather of a particular nonprofit Twitter community.
Still, as one would assume that these people are only
more likely to get involved in nonprofit causes, the
low numbers of people who said they would take any
specific actions are interesting.

We made an effort to reach people outside the nonprofit
and technologies sector by asking staff members, core
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Workbook
Ready to figure out what this all means for
your own organization? This Social Media
Workbook will help you to define your goals
and audiences and to brainstorm the channels that make the most sense for you. Based
on those channels, it helps you think through
what you’re actually going to do, how much
time it will take, and what some of your
policies should look like.
The worksheets are in the same order as
the guide itself, and the guide will tell you
where they fit in. Feel free to fill them out as
you read it, wait until after you’ve finished
it, or even pull out just one or two that seem
particularly useful. The important part is to
use them in a way that is helpful to you.
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This Workbook will
help you to define your
goals and audiences
and to decide on the
channels that make the
most sense for you.
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1. Self-Assessment
Before we dive in, give some thought to the factors that will impact the social media channels that are
likely to be useful to you. What are your assets? What are your resources? Use the questions below to
help you.
1. How much time does your staff currently spend on marketing and communications tasks?

2. How much time do you expect to devote specifically to social media?

4. Which social media channels does your staff have experience with, either personally or professionally?
❑❑Facebook
❑❑Twitter
❑❑Blogging
❑❑Photo sharing sites (like Flickr)
❑❑Video sharing sites (like YouTube)
5. What assets are available to your organization?
❑❑Experienced writers
❑❑Experts in the topic area of your mission
❑❑Lots of organizational photos
❑❑Experienced photographers
❑❑Organizational videos
❑❑People with experience creating videos
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2. Identifying Your Social Media Goals
Before you can make decisions about which social media to use, you should be clear on your goals. Be
specific—“reaching out to people” is too broad, for example. This type of goal will make identifying your
strategy difficult and measuring your progress all but impossible.
We’ve created a list of sample goals to get you thinking about your own. Check off all of the reasons why
you want to use social media with your organization.

o Reach a youth audience
o Promote an event
o Build excitement prior to an event
o Get people to take a particular action
o Draw traffic to a particular online resource
o Build your email list
o Solicit donations for your organization
o Get supporters to solicit donations for you
o Recruiting volunteers
o Branding your staff as experts on a cause or
issue
o Getting your constituents to talk to each other
o Getting feedback from your constituents
o	Keeping your supporters updated on happenings
o Building a community around an event or topic
o Letting supporters publicly support your cause

o Disseminating information about an issue or
topic
o Recruiting new members, advocates or patrons
o Supporting a particular group of members,
alumni, etc.
o Tell stories about the work you do
o Get press coverage
o Connect with other like-minded organizations
o Changing hearts and minds on a particular topic
o Gathering photos or videos from supporters
o Understanding what people are saying about
you
o	Keeping up to date with a particular issue
o Coordinating people in an action or a project
o Other ______________________________________
o Other ______________________________________
o Other ______________________________________

Now, go back through the list and choose your top three goals. Tailor them so they’re specific to your
organization (i.e., “Understanding what people are saying about Idealware”) and write them on the lines
below.
These goals will be your focus throughout this workbook.
1. ______________________________________________________________________________________________
2.______________________________________________________________________________________________
3.______________________________________________________________________________________________
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3. Measuring Your Goals
Now that you’ve identified your three most important goals for social media, let’s dive deeper to figure
out what exactly you are looking for, how you can measure you work and what defines success.
For each of your goals, identify the following:
• What is the purpose? Why is this goal important? What will be the benefit for your organization?
• How is it measurable? Come up with two or three quantifiable measurements to help you gauge your
success. What are you able to measure that will give you knowledge about your progress?
• What defines success? Identify a benchmark for each measurement that will help you figure out how
well you did in accomplishing your goal.
Goal
i.e. Encourage
more youth
aged 16 to 22
to volunteer.

What is the purpose?
We rely heavily on
•
youth volunteers to
staff our food pantry.
•

How is it measurable?
# of youth following or
friending the organization
Volume or % increase in
youth volunteering

What defines success?
• 20% increase in youth
following or friending
the organization
• 5% increase in youth
volunteers

i.e. Build your
email list.

Increased number
of committed emails
on list to be used
for fundraising and
marketing purposes.

% increase in the email list
# of people who say they
joined email list because of
something they saw on a
social media channel
% increase in the email list

•

•
•

•
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10% increase of people
on your email list during
a time frame when you
were doing a list-building
promotion through social
media

4. Defining Your Audience
When thinking about social media, it’s critical to specifically define the audience you want to reach. “The
general public,” for example, is too vague. Each organization has many different types of constituents who
can be reached through social media channels. The challenge is figuring out who you really want to reach.
In the diagram below, brainstorm a list of all your constituents in the outer box. (Having trouble coming
up with constituent types? Use the word bank for ideas.)
Then, identify which of those you could reach through social media. Write them in the second box.
Finally, write the constituents from that list who you want to reach through social media in the inner box.
These represent the audience you should focus on when planning your social media activities, and as you
continue to work through this workbook.

All of your constituents
Word Bank

People you could reach with social media

People you want to reach
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Alumni
Board members
Card holders
Case managers
Clients
Contributors
Donors
Event attendees
Families
Former donors
Foundations
Friends
Grantees
Local businesses
Members
Newsletter readers
Partners
Past volunteers
Patrons
People on your email list
People on your mailing
list
People who purchase
tickets
Potential donors
Press
Prospects
Resident experts
Senior citizens
Staff
Staff alumni
Store patrons
Students
Vendors
Visitors
Volunteers
Youth

5. A Sample Audience Survey
Knowing which social media channels your constituents use will help you determine the right mix for you,
and this sample audience survey can help you figure it out. It can also help gauge your constituents’ likely
reactions to some of the methods you’re considering implementing. Set up this survey in a tool like SurveyMonkey or Zoomerang to conduct an online survey, or distribute in both paper and online for greater reach.

Thanks for your help! We are conducting this brief survey to understand how social media can
keep you more involved in our work. All answers are anonymous, and will only be viewed by {your
organization} staff.

How often do you do the following, either personally or professionally?
Never

Occasionally

Daily

Several
times a day

I don’t know
what this means

Use Facebook
Use Twitter
Use LinkedIn
View videos
on YouTube
View photos on Flickr
Read other
people’s blogs
Read information
via RSS
Write posts for a blog
Post videos online
Post photos online

(continued on next page)
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If {your organization} were to try the following, I would likely…
{fill in the left column with specific tactics your organization is considering}
Not
Participate

Participate
Occasionally

Participate
Frequently

Participate and Encourage
Others to Participate

ex. A Twitter account
posting news and
resources about child
welfare
ex. An email discussion list for you to
share information and
best practices with
other members
[your tactic]
[your tactic]
[your tactic]

Other thoughts or comments?

Would you be willing to be interviewed in more detail as we work though our strategy? If so, please
write your name and contact information.
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6. Brainstorming Tool Possibilities
Each social media channel is good for something different. Consider the strengths and weaknesses of
each tool against your goals in order to determine which channels are right for your organization.
Use the diagram to brainstorm. Write down your first social media goal and brainstorm the ways each
channel could help you meet that goal. Repeat for your second goal, and then your third.
Facebook

Twitter

Other

Goal 1 ________________
Goal 2________________
Video Sharing

Blogs
Goal 3________________

Photo Sharing
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7. Deciding Which Channels are Right For You
Now that you know what each tool is good for, let’s decide which are good for you.
First, consider how much time you can commit to social media channels. As a rule of thumb, estimate
two hours per channel, per week.
Number of hours a
week you can commit
to social media

÷2=

Maximum number of
social media channels
you can take on
___________________

___________________

Now, write in your goals on the chart below, and rate each channel as to how well they’re likely to help
you meet them, on a scale of 1-5 (1=not very, 5=extremely). Also consider how easy it will be to create
content, and how much experience you have with the channel.
Goal #1:

Goal #2:

Goal #3:

Content: how
easy will it
be for you to
produce the
necessary
content?

Expertise:
how well
versed are
you or your
staff in this
channel?

Total

Rank

Facebook
Twitter
Blogs
Video Sharing
Photo Sharing
Other

Compile the scores for each channel: Add the numbers in each row and enter that sum into the total
category. You already determined the number of social media channels you can afford to commit to—
circle that many of the highest ranking channels, and record them below:
______________________________

______________________________

____________________________

Look at the list of channels you came up with. At first glance, do they make sense? Do they resonate
with you for your organization and its needs? If not, don’t be afraid to tinker. This decision guide is just
that—a guide. Ultimately, only you can decide which channels are best for your organization.
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8. Defining Campaigns And Maintenance
As described in the Guide, we find it helpful to define a structure for the ebb and flow of social media by
organizing your strategy into campaigns and maintenance periods, much like you would an email communications or direct mail process. Dividing your strategy into a series of campaigns and maintenance
will help make the continuous nature of social media more manageable for you and your staff, and
enable you to more effectively measure success toward your goals.
When developing your strategy think in terms of two types of periods: your campaigns, and the time in
between where you work to maintain your network.

Campaign #1

Maintenance

Campaign #2

Maintenance

Campaign #3

Your campaigns:
•
•
•
•
•

Have a defined beginning and end
Are targeted to reach specific goals
May encompass more tools than you maintain on a regular basis
Should have specific targets to determine success
Should be evaluated for effectiveness, once completed, to help you learn what works

Your maintenance periods:
•
•
•
•

Will not have a prescribed start and end date
Are targeted to reach specific goals
Define the baseline level of time your organization will need to devote to social media
Help you maintain your followers and fan base between campaigns

The worksheet on the following page will help you develop your first campaign, and to determine
what your channel maintenance will look like.
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Maintenance

Campaign

Campaign Plan

Maintenance Plan

Campaign_ ________________________________

Tool 1_ __________________________________

Start________________ End _________________

Who will manage?________________________

Goals_ ____________________________________

Post frequency?_ ________________________

__________________________________________

Types of info posted? _ ___________________

__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Tool 2___________________________________

Who is your target audience?________________

Who will manage?________________________

__________________________________________

Post frequency?_ ________________________

__________________________________________

Types of info posted?_____________________

__________________________________________
What tools will you use?_ ___________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Tool 3___________________________________
Who will manage?________________________
Post frequency?_ ________________________
Types of info posted?_____________________

What will success look like?_________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Goals during maintenance
1. To maintain and build audience for future

__________________________________________

campaigns

How will you measure success?______________

2. ______________________________________

__________________________________________

________________________________________

__________________________________________

3. _ _____________________________________

__________________________________________

________________________________________
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9. Creating a Social Media Policy
Having a social media policy can help your staff understand when it’s appropriate to get involved and
what types of things are OK—or not—to post. This is a more-detailed topic than we can reasonably cover
in a worksheet, but these questions will get you started thinking about your own social media policy.
1. Think through the policies for each channel you’ve decided to use.
Social media
channel

Who on staff is
in charge?

Who is allowed to post
on behalf of your organization?

When is it appropriate to take down a
comment or post by someone else (if
applicable)?

2. Who is allowed to post or comment on behalf of your organization on social media channels (like a
blog) belonging to other organizations or individuals? When is this appropriate?

3. What would not be appropriate for staff members to say about your organization on their personal
social media sites, like a blog or Facebook?

For more information on social media policies, including a number of examples, see this great post from
Beth Kanter of Beth’s Blog about Social Media Policy: http://beth.typepad.com/beths_blog/policy/
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For More Information
Looking for more information about social media? There’s more and more resources every day, but in particular
there’s a few high-level sources of information that will help you find your way through all the rest.

Beth’s Blog

Idealware’s Social Media Library

beth.typepad.com

www.idealware.org/reports/social-media-resource-library

Beth Kanter’s blog is a treasure trove of great
information. She covers social media for nonprofits
especially, and not only posts more than daily with
new examples, case studies and cutting edge information, but often rounds all of that information up into
summaries and overviews.

As part of this research, we read through a huge
amount of the existing information about social
media for nonprofits. As we went, we compiled a
library of resources, categorized by topic and level.

The Networked Nonprofit

www.wearemedia.org

(available through bookstores)

Beth Kanter (of Beth’s Blog fame) and Allyson Fine
have just released a very helpful book, devoted to
how nonprofits can use technologies to help make
themselves the hub of their own social network. It
has a large focus on the organizational impacts of social media, with much more discussion of how social
media can transform the culture of an organization
than we’ve discussed here.
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We Are Media
The Nonprofit Technology Network sponsored this
collaborative website, which provides a curriculum
to learn more about social media, as well as a huge
amount of links to other resources.
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Consultant Directory
It often makes sense to hire a firm to help you define or implement a social media strategy. To help you find one,
we’ve compiled a number of the organizations and individuals that offer services in this area.
These are paid listings; each firm paid a sliding scale fee to be included, based on the size of their firm. Those with
logos and descriptions paid more for these elements to be included. Idealware has not assessed the services provided,
but only aggregated the information given to us by the firms. Conduct your own due diligence before hiring any firm.
Looking for someone to help in a specific geographic region? These listings are arranged geographically:
California....................................58

New York and New Jersey......65

Mid Atlantic................................60

Pacific Northwest.....................68

Midwest and Mountain.............63

South...........................................69

New England..............................64

Outside the United States.......70

California
Adams Hussey & Associates

www.ahadirect.com

San Francisco, CA
AH&A is an award-winning, fully integrated direct marketing firm specializing
in nonprofit services: online, print, telemarketing, creative, production, & analytics. We’re in DC and San Francisco, CA.
Brenna Holmes, 703-302-8250 or bholmes@ahadirect.com

Altruistiq

www.altruistiq.com

San Francisco, CA
Think of us as McKinsey-meets-IDEO. We’re an interactive design & strategy
firm that builds brands, grassroots movements, & engaging, rich-media applications across the web, TV, & mobile devices.
Neil Abraham, 617-500-7904 or neil.abraham@altruistiq.com

Branded4Good Marketing Services

www.branded4good.com

Irvine, CA
We help nonprofits create the marketing, social media, and web infrastructure
they need to support their fundraising efforts, developing the right mix of
tools appropriate for each organization.
Julie Damon, 949-551-6121 or julie@branded4good.com

Fission Strategy

www.fissionstrategy.com

San Francisco, CA
Social media strategy for nonprofits: Facebook/Twitter/web applications;
grassroots event planning; online campaigns; online and mobile outreach strategy; website design/development; and more.
Rosalyn Lemieux, 202-390-9962 or roz@fissionstrategy.com
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California
Forum One Communications

www.forumone.com

San Francisco, CA
Forum One, publisher of OnlineCommunityReport.com, has been building
community and advising influential organizations on social media for over
a decade.
Andrew Cohen, 703-894-4350 or acohen@forumone.com

Imagistic

www.imagistic.com

Westlake Village, CA
imagistic is an award-winning digital marketing & technology firm. Former and
current clients include ACLU, Christopher and Dana Reeve Foundation, and
Network for Good.		
Michael Weiss, 818-706-9100 or mweiss@imagistic.com

Socialbrite

www.socialbrite.org

San Francisco, CA
Socialbrite offers strategic planning, social marketing, fundraising & training
from a nationwide team of experts in social media and online philanthropy.
Clients: TechSoup, Scholastic, DaleCarnegie.
JD Lasica, 925-413-3870 or jd@socialbrite.org

DON’T LET THIS BE
YOUR ORGANIZATION’S
FACE ON FACEBOOK.
We can create a social media governance
policy for you in just two weeks.

818.706.9100

moreabout@imagistic.com
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California
Trellon

trellon.com

San Francisco, CA
Thoughtful, effective solutions for organizations tackling real world problems.
Michael Haggerty, 877-661-1862 or mhaggerty@trellon.com

Weejee Media

www.weejeemedia.com

San Francisco, CA
Weejee Media plans and manages social media programs that increase awareness
for all nonprofit initiatives. We align SMO with SEO to increase visibility in traditional, real-time and social searches.
Ian Huckabee, 866-584-0595 or ian@weejeemedia.com

WireMedia Communications, Inc.

www.wiremedia.net

Los Angeles, CA
WireMedia provides communications strategy, design, and online solutions
to grow organizations working to improve people’s lives, communities, and
environments.
Marcy Rye, 212-686-1486 or marcy@wiremedia.net

Amy Sterling Casil
Pacific Human Capital

asterling.typepad.com

Donordigital

www.donordigital.com

Los Angeles, CA
Amy Casil, 818-261-4050 or asterling@aol.com
Berkeley, CA
Nick Allen, 510-473-0366 or nick@donordigital.com

Jamie Whitaker

www.worthyremarks.com

San Francisco, CA
Jamie Whitaker, 415-935-5810 or worthyremarks@gmail.com

Zoetica

www.zoeticamedia.com

San Francisco, CA
Geoff Livingston, 703-859-0089 or geoff@zoeticamedia.com

Mid Atlantic
Adams Hussey & Associates

www.ahadirect.com

Arlington, VA
AH&A is an award-winning, fully integrated direct marketing firm specializing in
nonprofit services: online, print, telemarketing, creative, production, & analytics.
We’re in DC and San Francisco, CA.
Brenna Holmes, 703-302-8250 or bholmes@ahadirect.com
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Mid Atlantic
Bilou Enterprises

Bilou.info

Baltimore, MD
Annual Giving consulting to conduct, enhance and analyze campaigns in Social
Media, Online Giving, Direct Mail, Phonathon, Special Events, Data Analysis,
Database Management and Campaign Reporting.
Valerie Lambert, 443-465-5503 or VLambert@Bilou.info

Beaconfire Consulting

www.beaconfire.com

Washington, DC
We integrate compelling vision, clever ideas, creative design, and leading-edge
Internet technologies for our clients to produce online communities, Web sites
and marketing campaigns that shine.
Michael Cervino, 703-894-0080 x222 or michael.cervino@beaconfire.com

Changing Our World

www.changingourworld.com

Washington, DC
Our interactive approach combines online fundraising and communications
consulting. We create and execute successful online strategies that raise money
and build communities for nonprofits.
Jenn Thompson, 972-443-7035 or jthompson@changingourworld.com

Darim Online

www.darimonline.org

Charlottesville, VA
Darim Online is a nonprofit providing social media and digital strategy consulting, training and coaching to Jewish organizations nationwide.
Lisa Colton, 434-977-1170 or lisa@darimonline.org

Fission Strategy

www.fissionstrategy.com

Washington, DC
Social media strategy for nonprofits: Facebook/Twitter/web applications; grassroots event planning; online campaigns; online and mobile outreach strategy;
website design/development; and more.
Rosalyn Lemieux, 202-390-9962 or roz@fissionstrategy.com

Forum One Communications

www.forumone.com

Washington, DC
Forum One, publisher of OnlineCommunityReport.com, has been building
community and advising influential organizations on social media for over a
decade.
Andrew Cohen, 703-894-4350 or acohen@forumone.com

New Organizing Institute

neworganizing.com

Washington, DC
The only progressive advocacy and campaign training program focused on
cutting-edge online organizing techniques
Rikimah Glymph, 202-558-5585 or rikimahglymph@neworganizing.com
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Mid Atlantic
People First-Total Solutions

www.pfts.com.au

Philadelphia, PA
Our Mission is to assist not-for-profits to succeed in mobilizing their people
through highly rated training and cost effective consulting services across the
USA -and globally.
Martin J Cowling, 888-606-7387 or martin@pfts.com.au

SocialFish

www.socialfish.org

Washington, DC
Social Media Strategy and Training for Associations and Nonprofits
Maddie Grant, 202-294-6148 or maddie@socialfish.org

Spitfire Strategies

www.spitfirestrategies.com

Washington, DC
Create an impact. Spitfire Strategies offers nonprofits and foundations top-notch
strategic communications and campaign planning, training, implementation and
counsel to make social change happen.
Gwyn Hicks, 202-293-6200 or gwyn@spitfirestrategies.com

Trellon

trellon.com

Washington, DC
Thoughtful, effective solutions for organizations tackling real world problems.
Michael Haggerty, 877-661-1862 or mhaggerty@trellon.com

Balance Interactive

www.balanceinteractive.com

Springfield, VA
Tracy Betts, 703-451-8675 or tracy.betts@balanceinteractive.com

Center for Arts Management and
Technology

camt.artsnet.org

Donordigital

www.donordigital.com

Pittsburgh, PA
David Dombrosky, 412-268-3143 or daviddom@cmu.edu
Washington, DC
Nick Allen, 510-473-0366 or nick@donordigital.com

EchoDitto

www.echoditto.com

Washington, DC
Michael Silberman, 202-285-9455 or michael@echoditto.com

M+R Strategic Services

Rachel Perrone
Zoetica

www.mrss.com

Washington, DC
Sarah DiJulio, 202-223-9541 or sdijulio@mrss.com
Washington, DC
Rachel Perrone, 202-525-6262 or rachel.perrone@gmail.com
www.zoeticamedia.com

Washington, DC
Geoff Livingston, 703-859-0089 or geoff@zoeticamedia.com
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Midwest and Mountain
EDA Consulting, LLC

www.edaconsulting.org

Boulder, CO
EDA Consulting engages in partnerships with nonprofits and philanthropists using creativity, learning, leadership and best practices to engage every
generation.
Emily Davis, MNM, 303-652-7536 or edaconsulting@gmail.com

Irish Rose Consulting

irose.com

Menomonie, WI
We work to make sure that all your organization’s technology efforts are aligned
with your goals. We focus on education, teaching our clients how to manage
their own social media identity.
Dennis Deery, 608-237-6699 or dennis@irose.com

The MarketingSavant Group

www.marketingsavant.com

Green Bay, WI
Thought leadership and social media marketing training, consulting and coaching.
Dana VanDen Heuvel, 888-989-7771 or dana@marketingsavant.com
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Midwest and Mountain
NPOpen LLC

npopen.org

Evanston, IL
Traffic growth is nice, but is that traffic growing your base of online support?
We use proven strategies to boost online engagement--including social media,
open source software and multimedia.
Mark Miller, 847-425-5341 or mark@npopen.org

People First-Total Solutions

www.pfts.com.au

St Louis, MO
Our Mission is to assist not-for-profits to succeed in mobilizing their people
through highly rated training and cost effective consulting services across the
USA -and globally.
Martin J Cowling, 888-606-7387 or martin@pfts.com.au

Firefly Partners

www.fireflypartners.com

Boulder, CO
Jen Frazier, 303-339-0080 or jen@fireflypartners.com

Fuse IQ

www.fuseiq.com

Chicago, IL
Joel Meyers, 206-788-4484 or info@fuseiq.com

Harman Interactive LLC

www.harmaninteractive.com

Chicago, IL
Betsy Harman, 773-728-4194 or betsyharman@earthlink.net

Hands-On Consulting

handsonconsulting.biz

Grand Forks, ND
Gail Stewart Hand, 701-746-4921 or gailhand@q.com

New England
Altruistiq

www.altruistiq.com

Boston, MA
Think of us as McKinsey-meets-IDEO. We’re an interactive design & strategy
firm that builds brands, grassroots movements, & engaging, rich-media applications across the web, TV, & mobile devices.
Neil Abraham, 617-500-7904 or neil.abraham@altruistiq.com

Changing Our World

www.changingourworld.com

Boston, MA
Our interactive approach combines online fundraising and communications
consulting. We create and execute successful online strategies that raise money
and build communities for nonprofits.
Jenn Thompson, 972-443-7035 or jthompson@changingourworld.com

Community Organizer 2.0
Community
Organizer 2.0
social media marketing

www.communityorganizer20.com

www.communityorganizer20.com

Boston, MA
We approach social media strategically, developing custom strategies, campaigns,
implementation, and training to support organizational goals. Our philosophy?
Real engagement leads to action.
Debra Askanase, 617-522-7853 or debra@communityorganizer20.com
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New England
Johanna Bates Consulting

johannabates.com

Johanna Bates Consulting

Montague, MA
Nonprofit tech strategy & web building, demystified.
Johanna Bates, 413-367-6789 or jb@johannabates.com

My Computer Guy Nonprofit
Technology Consulting

www.mcgtraining.com

Boston, MA
We help nonprofits use Google Apps, Salesforce, and Drupal. The tech should
support your mission!
Marc Baizman, 617-329-1868 or info@mcgtraining.com

Socialbrite

www.socialbrite.org

Boston, MA
Socialbrite offers strategic planning, social marketing, fundraising & training
from a nationwide team of experts in social media and online philanthropy.
Clients: TechSoup, Scholastic, DaleCarnegie.
JD Lasica, 925-413-3870 or jd@socialbrite.org

EchoDitto

www.echoditto.com

Boston, MA
Michael Silberman, 202-285-9455 or michael@echoditto.com

InboundZombie - Social Media
Marketing for Small Nonprofits

inboundzombie.com

Isovera Consulting

www.isovera.com

Cambridge, MA
John Haydon, 617-401-7887 or hireme@johnhaydon.com
Waltham, MA		
Benjamin Baumann, 617-621-8555 x.722 or bbaumann@isovera.com

Nonprofit MediaWorks

www.nonprofitmediaworks.com

West Hartford, CT
Carol Buckheit, 860-402-9780 or carol@nonprofitmediaworks.com

New York & New Jersey
Altruistiq

www.altruistiq.com

New York, NY
Think of us as McKinsey-meets-IDEO. We’re an interactive design & strategy
firm that builds brands, grassroots movements, & engaging, rich-media applications across the web, TV, & mobile devices.
Neil Abraham, 617-500-7904 or neil.abraham@altruistiq.com

Changing Our World

www.changingourworld.com

New York, NY
Our interactive approach combines online fundraising and communications
consulting. We create and execute successful online strategies that raise money
and build communities for nonprofits.
Jenn Thompson, 972-443-7035 or jthompson@changingourworld.com
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New York & New Jersey
Darim Online

www.darimonline.org

Fair Lawn, NJ
Darim Online is a nonprofit providing social media and digital strategy consulting, training and coaching to Jewish organizations nationwide.
Lisa Colton, 434-977-1170 or lisa@darimonline.org

Fission Strategy

www.fissionstrategy.com

New York, NY
Social media strategy for nonprofits: Facebook/Twitter/web applications; grassroots event planning; online campaigns; online and mobile outreach strategy;
website design/development; and more.
Rosalyn Lemieux, 202-390-9962 or roz@fissionstrategy.com

Internaut & Associates, Inc.

internautconsulting.com

Woodmere, NY
Offers strategic and implementation planning, social marketing, technology and
philanthropy support. Over two decades of experience successfully implementing nonprofit and philanthropic initiatives.
Jonathan Peizer, 516-374-6538 or jpeizer@internautconsulting.com

Management Solutions for Nonprofit
Organizations, LLC

www.msnony.com

Bronxville, NY
We offer a range of strategic planning, fundraising, communications and
financial management services designed to help nonprofits achieve their
programmatic and management goals.
Duff Batchelder, 914-779-4497 or duff@msnony.com

Take a Sneak Peek
at The Networked Nonprofit!
978-0-470-54797-7 • Available July 2010 • $34.95

For multiple-copy purchases, please contact Rick Skewes at specialsales@wiley.com.
For more information visit www.josseybass.com.

Download your free chapter at www.josseybass.com/go/NetworkedNonprofit
and ORDER NOW to save 20%!
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New York & New Jersey
Socialbrite

www.socialbrite.org

New York, NY
Socialbrite offers strategic planning, social marketing, fundraising & training
from a nationwide team of experts in social media and online philanthropy.
Clients: TechSoup, Scholastic, DaleCarnegie.
JD Lasica, 925-413-3870 or jd@socialbrite.org

Spitfire Strategies

www.spitfirestrategies.com

New York, NY
Create an impact. Spitfire Strategies offers nonprofits and foundations topnotch strategic communications and campaign planning, training, implementation and counsel to make social change happen.
Piper Kerman, 212-576-1106 or Piper@SpitfireStrategies.com

Trellon

trellon.com

New York, NY
Thoughtful, effective solutions for organizations tackling real world problems.
Michael Haggerty, 877-661-1862 or mhaggerty@trellon.com

Weejee Media

www.weejeemedia.com

New York, NY
Weejee Media plans and manages social media programs that increase awareness
for all nonprofit initiatives. We align SMO with SEO to increase visibility in traditional, real-time and social searches.
Ian Huckabee, 866-584-0595 or ian@weejeemedia.com

WireMedia Communications, Inc.

www.wiremedia.net

New York, NY
WireMedia provides communications strategy, design, and online solutions
to grow organizations working to improve people’s lives, communities, and
environments.
Marcy Rye, 212-686-1486 or marcy@wiremedia.net

Amy Sample Ward

amysampleward.org

New York City, NY
Amy Sample Ward or amy@amysampleward.org

Big Duck

www.bigducknyc.com

Brooklyn, NY
Sarah Durham, 718-237-9551 or sarah@bigducknyc.com

Company K Media

www.companykmedia.com

Rhinebeck, NY
Kerri Karvetski, 845-797-3443 or kk@companykmedia.com

Fast Smart Web Design

fastsmartwebdesign.com

Staten Island, NY
Susan Fowler, 718-720-1169 or info@fastsmartwebdesign.com
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New York & New Jersey
M+R Strategic Services

www.mrss.com

New York, NY
Sarah DiJulio, 202-223-9541 or sdijulio@mrss.com

Marion Conway Consulting

marionconwaynonprofitconsultant.blogspot.com

Verona, NJ
Marion Conway, 973-239-8937 or marionconway@aol.com

Pacific Northwest
Forum One Communications

www.forumone.com

Portland, OR | Seattle, WA
Forum One, publisher of OnlineCommunityReport.com, has been building community and advising influential organizations on social media for over
a decade.
Andrew Cohen, 703-894-4350 or acohen@forumone.com

Freeflow Digital

www.freeflowdigital.com

Eugene, OR | Portland, OR
Freeflow Digital builds integrated social CRM and website solutions. Our expertise with data integration helps non-profit leaders launch effective social media
campaigns.
Peter Davis, 541-434-5693 or peter.davis@freeflowdigital.com

Groundwire

groundwire.org

Seattle, WA
Groundwire provides environmental organizations with online tools and strategies that engage people to build a sustainable world. Websites, databases, email,
social media and more.
David Averill, 206-286-1235 or consulting@groundwire.org

People First-Total Solutions

www.pfts.com.au

Seattle, WA
Our Mission is to assist not-for-profits to succeed in mobilizing their people
through highly rated training and cost effective consulting services across the
USA -and globally.
Martin J Cowling, 888-606-7387 or martin@pfts.com.au

Amy Sample Ward

amysampleward.org

Portland, OR
Amy Sample Ward, amy@amysampleward.org

Fuse IQ

www.fuseiq.com

Seattle, WA
Joel Meyers, 206-788-4484 or info@fuseiq.com
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South
Freeflow Digital

www.freeflowdigital.com

Austin, TX
Freeflow Digital builds integrated social CRM and website solutions. Our expertise with data integration helps non-profit leaders launch effective social media
campaigns.
Peter Davis, 541-434-5693 or peter.davis@freeflowdigital.com

Tizzy Consulting

tizzyconsulting.com

Atlanta, GA
Tizzy Consulting is a virtual assistance firm for creative companies and organizations, aiding clients when they are “in a tizzy” with marketing, technical, social
media, and administrative support.
Lindsey Hardegree, lindsey@tizzyconsulting.com

Weejee Media

www.weejeemedia.com

Chapel Hill, NC
Weejee Media plans and manages social media programs that increase awareness
for all nonprofit initiatives. We align SMO with SEO to increase visibility in traditional, real-time and social searches.
Ian Huckabee, 866-584-0595 or ian@weejeemedia.com

EchoDitto

www.echoditto.com

Austin, TX
Michael Silberman, 202-285-9455 or michael@echoditto.com

Zoetica

www.zoeticamedia.com

Houston, TX
Geoff Livingston, 703-859-0089 or geoff@zoeticamedia.com

Outside the United States
Raised Eyebrow Web Studio

www.raisedeyebrow.com

Vancouver, BC
Raised Eyebrow is a group of web specialists who help mission-driven organizations use online tools more effectively.
Emira Mears, 604-684-2498 or emira@raisedeyebrow.com

Amy Sample Ward

amysampleward.org

London, UK
Amy Sample Ward, amy@amysampleward.org

Umati Social Media

umatisocmedia.blogspot.com

Nairobi, Kenya | Kampala, Uganda
Mendi Njonjo, +254 722 250 104 or mnjonjo@gmail.com
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About Idealware

Idealware, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, provides thoroughly researched,
impartial and accessible resources about software to help nonprofits make smart software decisions. By synthesizing huge amounts of
original research into friendly resources, Idealware helps nonprofits
— especially small ones — make the most of their time and money.
Reports

Articles

Online Training

Using Social Media to
Meet Nonprofit Goals:
The Results of a Survey

A Few Good Broadcast
Email Tools

Getting Started with
Mobile Outreach

Creating the RelationshipCentric Organization:
Nonprofit CRM

Building An Effective
Email List

Field Guide to Software
for Nonprofits: Fundraising, Communications,
and Outreach
Comparing Content
Management Systems:
WordPress, Joomla, Drupal and Plone
A Consumers Guide to
Low Cost Donor Management Systems
A Consumers Guide to
Low-Cost Data Visualization Tools

Reaching Out To a Wide
Audience: A Twitter Case
Study
In Search of HIPAA-Compliant Software
A Few Good Methods for
Processing Credit Cards
Getting Your Videos
Onto The Web

Choosing a Low Cost
Constituent Database
Making the Most of
Social Networking Sites
Getting Started with
Online Conferencing
Introduction to Website
Analytics
Creating Great Graphics
for the Web

A Few Good Accounting
Packages

Ask us about creating a custom Field Guide, designing research, writing reports or
articles, or conducting training tailored for your network of nonprofits!

View much more at www.idealware.org
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